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c« :S^^; P T E : iu iJUEtxs | 
INTROPgCTIOWt 
The religious and spiritual foundations are 
as a matter of faith aid emotion regarded to be perfect 
and people %^o acctqpt a particular religicm^ end 
those who are bom into it are prone to consider it 
far above end beyond the readh of every wind of 
<^ange« Mervertheless^ time has a tendency to render 
a system or institution out of date o%d.ng to the 
rigidity of that system or institution. Nothing in 
the world is diangeless end the passage of tinw 
necessitates introducti<xi of change and reform^ so 
that the system or institution beccxnes more meaningful 
and helpful in the ccmtext of dianged situation. 
It was in this coatext that Sayyid Husain Shah 
Batlcu in the beginning of the pres^it c&atuxy felt the 
need to register a protest against the customs and 
other superstitious practices deep-rooted in the 
Muslim society • The intention of Husain Shah Batka 
1. Moulvi Hasan, Shah TariWi-'i-H as en. Vol. I 
p. 442| Mohansnad Ishao Khan. History of Srineoj 
p. 1071 Moulvi Anwar Shah Shopiani, Bj 
Maa^jssai pp. 36.37. •SJ^ UA-fl.'l'^  
seems to have been Inltietlcm of reform in Muslim 
society* But he was opposed tooth and nail mainly by 
the Mullahs of Kashmir , «iio %fere Muqallidstoonfozraists) 
Of M>u Hanifa (699*767 A«D,) Hence the raonrement 
did not make any headway during his time in Srinagar* 
Ev^ id<mtly this reform movement that could cut 
ice against innovations that hid crept into Islam# was 
an off shoot of the Wahabi Movement of India* 
The Wehabi Movement though established end 
consolidated well within the universally accepted 
fundannental principles of Islam was labelled as revolt 
against Isl«n« and aiming at establishing a new faith 
different from Islam. It was a calculated mo^e of 
the foreigners only to divide the Muslims and caused 
irreparable damage to the faith. Since the false 
propaganda of the foreign writers against the Wahabi 
Movement^ succeeded to a limited extent in creating 
1* Moulvi Hasan, qp. city p. 442y ttohammad Ishag 
Khan, op. city p* 107. 
2* Mir Waia Ahmad-Ullah, »hl»i»Hedith Kai Nasbat^ 
1921y p. 2, 
misnomer among the Muslims* therefore* the 
intelligent class of the Muslims of Indie %iho 
sincerely subscribed to the thesis of Wehabism 
adopted the most acceptable and least ccmtroversial 
2 
nomenclature of 4Mil»i«'Hadith« 
It was perhaps for the sane reason that 
certain people in Kashmir had no hesitati(»i in 
identifying themselves with the Ahl*i-Hedith Movement 
of India* 
We must not lose sight of the fact that l^slims 
of Kashmir until the beginning of the movcBn^ it* were 
drifted avisy frcm the original Islamic tenets* The 
itttl-i-He^ ith Movement %*iic*i advocated the principles 
of Islam in its pure and original form* however* came 
to be regarded as a new movement* although* sucli 
1." Santimey* Ray* Freedom Movement end Indian Muslims^ 
New Delhi* 1979| p. 4. 
2. The Ahl*i-Hedith rejected the taqlid of all the 
schools of fidt^ and upheld the cause of literal 
and c^sistent reference to and faithful conformity 
id.th the prophetic traditions. See Ziya-ul-Hasan 
Faroogi* l^e Deoband School and The Demand For 
PeHiatatt^  Bombay. 1963t p. 127> Y. B. Mathur^ 
Muslims and Chanoina India^ 1972* New Delhif 
movements hed taken place meny e time in the 
history o£ Islam* The Ahl*i<->Hedlth of Keslwdr, of 
course* identified themselves with the reform 
roovonent of Ihn Taymiya (1263-1328 A.D.) v^ icdi 
rejected most formulations of law schools in favour 
of e literal reeding of the Quran and Sunnat • But 
his reform movement was not regarded as Ahl->i->Hadith 
RKyvement probably because of the fact that it mi^t 
not in any way emerge as a new sect in Islam, But* 
on the other hand, the religious reform movement in 
Kashmir cone to be recognised as Ahl*i*lladith sect* 
a quite distinct from the other sects of Islam, 
Although the Ahl-ioHadith nK>veroent forms a 
sxibject of vital inqportance* no serious work has so 
far been done*, on it. Moulvi Hasan Shah was the first 
to rcifer to the Ahl-i-Hadith in his voluminous works. 
But his brief accoiint thou^ of muc^ insertance# is 
also biased to some extent. Mohammad Ishag Khan in 
his works entitled History of Srinaoar Cl846«-1947) and 
Perspectives on Kashmir^ has also drawn attention to 
the activities of Ahl*i«-Hadith in Kashmir. The authors 
1. Berbara Daly Metoalf* Islamic Revival in 
British Indiet p. 352. 
account t h o u ^ brief« analyses the role of M\l<»i» 
Hadith in the awak^iing of the soc ia l and p o l i t i c a l 
consciousness entong Kashmiri Muslims. But, unfor* 
tunately, there i s very l i t t l e in these %forlcs regarding 
the various social and rel igious aspects of the 
movement. Thus present work has mainly been choswn 
with the puziK>se of f i l l i n g vqp t h i s gap. 
An attenpt has also been made to enquire 
into the following questionsi-
1. How far does the movement represent the 
pristine Islara?. 
2. VAiat was the reaction of the Kashmiri Muslims 
to the Ahl-i-Hadith movement in the earlier 
phase of its history?* 
3« Has the Ahl-i-Hedith movement in Krshroir been 
inspired by the Wdiabi movement in India?* 
4* To ii^ at extent has the movement succeded in 
eradicating the social evils among the Kashmiri 
Muslims? 
C H A P T E R . . l i t 
wftHABi Movmgarr IN INDIAI 
The thirteenth centiiry saw the destruction of 
the Abbasid Celiphate at the hands of the Mongols*. 
lAiis marked the decline of the Is Ion as the %forld 
force* and i t indeed, came a greet shock to the 
Muslim %rorXd • During t h i s time the Sunni tradit ional 
2 law had oome to stay. Iba Taymiya (1263*>1328 A.D.) 
was the f i r s t man to revolt against t h i s traditiim* 
He held a view that the atmosphere around hire was 
pdLluted Isy indisciplined mystics in so far as the 
f^sidanental place of ghariat; was concerned • He 
believed that Parweshea had introduced unislemic 
practices of Sana and Raaa (music and dances at Khanagehs) 
and idolatrous practices of worshipping the tombs of 
X* Francesco G^rieli, Ihe Gyeet Revolutions of the 
T^ ^ f^^^HXn 156^1 p. 23iB Charless Isaawi* An Arab 
lilosophy of History. 1950i pp 122-123. 
2« This law urged that the community should believe it 
uncritically and true believers were those %^o were 
uncritical (Hugallids). H, Laoust Encyclopaedia of 
Islam. 1971, Illf pp 951, 953 
Ls Oermanus/ Ho^em M9Yemenfef Hr^ Hlmf P* 9, 
, J. Rosenthal, fioliticel Thought in Medieval 
», 1962| pp Sl-54. 
3. Jului ra , Mo< gi|R tyyemen^ ;j^p ;||eBjy p. 9, 
Islam, 
4* M, 2, Quraishi Political Xhouoht The Arab Phase. p« 61« 
5« Juluis Germanus, op* city pp 9-10» 
saints and also rejected various other forms 
of suflan • He was so opposed t o these imlslaoile 
practices that he ev«a used derogatory language 
2 
c^alnst t;he worship of the grave of Pr<^et • In 
h i s crltlclam of the vmeratlon of the Prophet's 
grave he quoted the Sharlat to st^port h i s argument* 
Xt would sound strange here that Ibn Tsymlya 
i4io was an loplacable mteny of the cult of tonft>s 
was himself burled In the cemetery of the sufls» and 
h i s tomb Is today an object of reverential homage 
3 
of countless v i s i tors* 
1* H, Laoust* Of). c l t | pp 951-952y For detai ls , see 
Moheiwnad Unar l^aaon, Ibn Taymlvas Struaole Against 
Popular Hellgloni pp. 15« 17, 29, 31, 41-45* 
2* M, 2* Curalshl, op* c i t ; p* 60. 
3* It must be pointed out here that Urn Teymlya 
made ulema responsible for all the new things 
introduced in Islam* ^any of the curr«it legal 
(^Inlcms end judgements eppeared to him hertlcal \^ 
Innovations based on the consensus of the ulama x 
^o had refused to examine v^ether there opinions 
were lidiarmony with the book* The ulema as sucdi 
deprived the people of the right of Ijtlhad because 
the existing laws had flnelly been Interpreted and 
beliefs regarding rituals had been formulated* A 
law was considered as a law of God* See Jululs 
Germ«aus <qp>* city pf>* 9->10* 
4* Jululs Gezmeraus, op* dty p* 10* 
8 
After the death o£ Zba Taymlya the dGRiinl^  
form of contemporary Islam was permeated uritti abuses 
particularly at the hands of Turks • Some new 
customs and usages whidi had crept into the Islonlc 
tenets* had almost taken the shape of laws in the 
Islenilc society. These customs and other s\q;>erstitious 
practices remained in tact in the Mtislim society for 
a qxiite considerable period. And there seems to have 
taken place no reform iiK3vement in the Muslim society 
until the beginning of the last quarters of the 18th 
century. 
The starting point of the religious reform 
movement in Islam was Central Arabia i^ere W^ebism 
had its origin* founded by M^ammad Ibn Abdul Wahab 
(1703<»1783} • He was bom at ^ aina* a small town in 
Nejd. He devoted himself to the study of th<K>logy ax^ 
Jurisprudence and according to ancient customs 
attended the colleges in the capitals of the Islamic 
1. Carl Brokelraenn, History of the I«lami<y Peoples^ 
p. 352. 
2. Philby, Arab!at p. 8f H. A. R, Gibb, Islam 
Formerly entitled* Mohaamadmism^ p. 113* also 
Shorter Ejocvclopeedia of Islemt p. 618 
9 
eest • In Baghdalst he acquainted himself with 
the doctrine of fthmad Ibn Hanbal—"the founder of 
the lest of the four orthodox scdiools of Jurls-
prudence • He further studied the writings of 
Itm Tayralya , who in the fourteenth century had 
revived the teachings of Ahmed Ibn Hanbal (780-
855 A.D.). On his return home, he felt dlsgustM 
with the state of affairs there, end remarked 
that his country men were sunk in Shirk and Bi^ at:« 
He quoted a fannous saying of Prophet %tfhile 
criticising the peoples-
•Hear whet said the Prophet of God 'b^old 
Jewry, it is divided into seventy end one divisions! 
the Nesarenes into seventy twO| 
Verily, I say unto you, this people of mine 
shall be divided into seventy and three divisions! 
they be all of thera, for the flanes of hell-except 
4 
one" . 
1* Carl Brokelmenn, op. c i t ! p« 352! Juluis 
Germanus, op, c i t ! p« 12-13. 
2. Mohenmad Ibn Abdul Waheb, Kit ab-ul-T auhid. 
(Urdu translation by Abu Abdull^ltohammad bin 
Yusuf-ul-Surati)! p. 20, 
3 . Julius Germanus, op. c i t ! p . 11. 
4 . S. p. 3ykes, A History of Exoloretionf p. 279. 
JO 
Beceuse of h i s profound Icnowledge of th« 
Quran and Hadlth, Mohaimnad Ibn Abdul Wahab v^emently 
raised his voice against the saint worship, grave 
worship and newly created custcxns observed on 
re l ig ious f e s t i v i t i e s • He endeavoured h is ulsnost 
to bring Islam to i t s pr is t ine glory. 
I t i s important to mention here that the 
movonent fotuided by Mohairened Ilm Abdul Wediab 
erroneously came to be known as Wahabism* :nie 
term Wahabisro has been coined by Europeans only 
2 
to create dissensions within the Muslim community • 
Although the Wahabis called themselves Muwahhldin 
or "monotheists* end their system "Periqa Mohammad* 
following the school of^Jbn Henbal . We should 
not lose sight of the fact that they cane to be 
generally Icnown as Wahabis after the name of 
MohaiiRiad*8 father Abdtxl Wahab who was by no means 
!• Mohatunad Zbn Abdul Wahab, op. cit; p. 20. 
2. Abdul Waheed, Urdu Encyclopaedia? p. 1561 
3. H. A, R. Gibb, Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islqm 
p. 618| Juluis, Gerraanud« op. city pp 11»12. 
4. Mohammad Zbn Abdul Wahab, op. citf p« 20t 
Abdul Waheed op. city p. 1561. 
11 
connected with the movement • Mohaimned Urn 
Abdul Wehab never claimed himself to heve laid 
the foiandetlai of any new religion as has wrongly 
2 
been insinuated by European scholars • 
It must be pointed out here that Wehabls 
were not different from the rest of the Muslims 
but they laid stress on certain doctrines partlcu-
3 
larly monotheism and Utihad » They looked beck 
Ibn Teymiya as the greatest of the medieval scholars 
and acknowledged his authority • 
The wal'iabi movement because of its reformative 
character should thus be regarded PS the puritan 
5 
movemait as its main object was to purge Islam 
from all accretions and customs deep-rooted in the 
g 
Muslim society • 
1. Ibldi 
2. Qeyammuddin Ahmad fh« Wahabi movement in India^ 
p. 16, Mohammad Ibn Abdul Wehab* op, citi p. 20. 
Abdul Weheed, op, clt| p, 1561, 
3. Phllby, op, citi p, 54, 
4, H, A, R, Qibb, The Religious Tensions in Islam 
p, 35« Juluis Germanus, <^. city p, 10, 
5, The pxirltan movement whidi started in England in 
the 16th and 17th centtiries was dlsected against 
the Roman catholics who vorshipped the Images and 
relics of saints. In fact# the pxiritans wanted 
the simpler forms of dhurcSi ceremony and aiming 
at putting en end to the superstitious practices 
end customs. See Christopher Hill, Puritans and 
Revolution, 1962i pp 199-200 
6, Jawaherlal Nehru« Glimpres of the World History, P 
769. 
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Mc^ animed Ibn Abdul Wahab«»Aio denotineed the 
customs and other superstit ious practices created 
great o is iety even among the Hanbalites of Arabia • 
People started malcing confederacies against him 
and he was not even safe from the crit ic ism of 
2 
his father who was a Qazl of the city • Having 
disowned by his own people, he betook himself to 
Dariya vAiere Wahsbism gained ground because of the 
cordial siqpport and assistance of its chief 
Mohammad bin Sa'ud • The essentially religioxis 
reform movement now entered into a new phase in 
its history when it began to be supposed by the 
political power . 
By 1765« Mohammed HX) Sa'ud had conquered 
the greater part of Najd of %*hich he became the 
temporal chief while Mohemmad Ibn Abdul Wahab 
1« Juluis Germanus, op. city p. 12. 
2. Mohcmmad Ibn Abdul Wahab, op. city pp 9-10. 
3. Juluis Germanus, op. city p. 12. 
4. S. P. Sykes op. city p. 279, 
13 
looXed eft«r the religious slde# The system of 
government established jointly by these two wes 
strictly based on Sheriet • 
Mohaxnnad Iha Sa*\sd wes successful in extending 
the control of his kingdom over meny neighboviring 
areas. The successor of the prince of M-Hasa was 
2 defeated end lost his doroanis to the Wahabis • 
Mohenened Von Sa*ud died in the year 1765, and 
was succeeded by his son Abdul A.ziz v^o led the 
Wahabi crusade • During his reign too, Mohammad 
Ibn Abdul Waheb continued to guide the religious 
4 
conscience of the people, until his death in 1783 • 
Abdul Aziz, who had distinguished himself 
in wftrfare during his father's life-time followed 
in the foot-steps of his father by extending the 
territories of his kingdom. He advanced as far as 
!• Qeyanwnuddin Ahmed, op. citf p, 19. 
2, Cftrl Brokelmann, op. citi p. 353, 
3, S. P. Sykes, op. cit, p. 279. Ceyanmuddin Mimed 
op. citJ p. 19. Philby, op. city p. 54. 
4, Philby, op. citf p. 4* 
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Kuweyt the sole harbour In the north east coast 
of Arabia^. He was also able to "liberate the holy 
cities of Mecca and Medina of s^ ome of the weeds of 
.2 heresy* • 
Towards the end of the 18th century Abdul 
Aziz had become very powerful end had now gained 
f ixBi roots in the Arabian peninsula • The Wahabis 
started harrasing the pilgrims of Mecca and 
pillaged the sanctuaries of the Shia community 
4 
at Nadjaf &n€i Kerbala • The saiias turned furious 
against the Wahabi activists and ultimately killed 
Abdul Aziz • He was succeeded by his son Sa*ud 
bin Abdul Aziz. He once again captured Mecca and 
Medina in 1806 KD,, whic^ was recaptured by the 
Txurkish authorities^ earlier. He ettennpted to extend 
his sphere of influence to Jiyria end Iraq aid over 
g 
the Persian Gulf . 
1« Carl Brokelmenn, op. cit| p. 353, 
2. Philby, op. citi p. 83« 
3. David Patriclc and William Geddie, Chamber's 
Enevclopaedia. London* 1927; pp 477-78. 
4. Juluis Germannus« op. city p. 14. 
5. Qeyammuddin Ahmad* op. citr p. 20* 
6. Ibidf 
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The growing p o l i t i c a l power of the W^abls 
was Menace, t o the Sultan of Turkey and a lso t o 
the B r i t i s h . The Turks approatSied Mohammad Al l 
Pasha of Ggypt and sought h i s aid for overthrowing 
the Wahabis. 'nils was a ^rubtle and double edged 
move on the part of the Turks whose main object 
was t o weakoi the power of Pasha in t h e process 
2 
of defeat ing the Wahabis • Mohammad Al l sent 
Ibrahim Pasha t o overthrow the Wahabi klngdon and 
the l a t t e r su<»;eeded in h i s miss ion . The W^abi 
3 
c a p i t a l was plundered • Ilie English were so 
epprehensive of the Wahabls that they gave 
congratulat ions t o Ibrahim Pasha for h i s v i c tory 
4 
against them • 
1 . H. A. R, Gibb, Islemy p . 114 
I t should be borne in mind that the ^ o l e 
Muslim World acknowledged t h e oyer- lordship of 
the Turkish Sultan« who was the protector of the 
holy c i t i e s of Mecca end Medina. The Wahabi 
occvqpatlon of t h e s e two c i t i e s gave a blow t o the 
temporal and s p i r i t u a l eminence of the Turkish 
Sultan. The growth of the Wahabi power in t h e 
Persian Gulf was a grave p o l i t i c a l danger t o 
the ^ g l i s h . See Qeysramuddin Ahmad, o p . c | t 9 p.20« 
2* Qeyenanuddin Ahmad, op. c i t | p . 20* 
3 . Philby op. c i t i pp 102-103. 
4 . M.A. Nadvi, Hindusten-kl-Pehll-IslCT>io.Tahrfk 
p . 14. 
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B\jt the eclipse of politlcel power of the 
Wahsbis In Arebls did not mean the «id of the 
Wahabl iwavement »s a religious force. Even on the 
political plene« its effects were too endiiring 
to be easily tjqprooted* There was a deep linpact 
of the Wahabi movanent within a very short span 
of time. Seiitvler describes the Wahabi preachers 
in Khokand. In 1871 an attack led by Ishen Xsh 
Mohemraad Kal (disciple of a Xhokandian Wahabi 
preacher^ Sufi Bedal) was made on the Russian 
station Idtarasue* on the high roed between Hodjeot 
and Tashkent. 
India could not remain Inmune to the powerful 
influence of the Wahabi movement. 
1. H. A. R, Gibb Islemi pp 114-115. 
2. Schuyler^ Turkistan^ Lcmdon, 1867, Vol. II 
p. 254. 
Whet helped the Wahabis in the pffopaglition 
of their views was the fact that with Hijaz as 
their head->quarter« they could easily establish 
contacts with the large number of pilgrims Who 
thronged there from almost every comer of the 
world. See, Studies in IS1«BU Vol. IV, NOt 2, 
April 1967, New Delhif pp 140-141, Also Barbara 
Dely Metcalf, Xsleraic Revival in British India> 
p. 270. 
17 
With the decline of the Mughal rule end 
the esteblishment of the British rule in Indie, 
the Muslints felt a great challenge to their power* 
Shah Weliullah (tl703-.17 A.D.Kwas perhaps the 
first Muslim scholar who wrote about the causes 
of the decline of the Mughal empire , But, nwre 
(importantiyi Shah Waliullch was greatly distressed 
to see the Muslims sunk in superstitions, darloness 
2 
and ignorance • He endeavoured his utmost to 
reform the Muslim society. Not only this but he 
also prqpegeted the doctrines of iihad probably 
3 
keeping in view the prevailing political circumstances. 
His thought determined the drift end direction 
of Muslim political end religious thought of the 
succeeding generations. 
1. M, Yasin, A Social Histojcv of Islamic Indie^ 
1958, Lucknow; pp 173*174; see also S.A.A. Riatvi, 
Shah Waliullah And His Timest p, 295 
2. S, A. -A. Rizvi, qp. clt| p. 313. 
3. During this time Mughal empire crumbled to 
pieces before his eyes end the country passed 
into an ever-deepening economic crisis. Bom in 
siQHth an ^ e of political and economic disintegr»-
tion, he epplied his mind to write against the 
foreign influences in the political, economic 
and religious spheres. See Teufiq Ahmad Nizonl, 
Muslim Political Thought And Activity in India, 
During The First Half of the 19th centtiry, 1969; 
p. 19. 
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The most obvious Intpect of his thinking 
could be seen in the life end ecstivities of hia 
son, Sheh Abdul Aziz (1746-1824 A.D.) He received 
his education at the feet of his father, end 
learnt the clessicel traditions of Hadith, Siha^ ' 
Sitter almost by heart. He carried the ideas of 
his father to a wider circle than the letter had 
2 
been able to do « 
Shah Abdul Aziz lived in Delhi for nearly 
78 years. During this period Delhi passed throu?^ 
one of the most momentous periods of her history. 
The quick drains of political change in Delhi 
3 
conditioned his political thought. He condemned 
the Sildi, the Jet and Maratha depredations, but 
did tfib declare the country under their control 
1. The six soxind end reliable collections of the 
holy Prophet's traditions which ere generally 
recognized by the Sunni Muslims as the most 
authoritative. They erei (1) *Bukheri», 
(2) 'Muslim*, (3) 'Abu Dewood*, (4) •Al-Tirmidhi•, 
(5) *Al^Nasa*, and (6) 'Ibn Majah*. 
2. Abu Yeliya Zraam Khan, Hindustan Mai Ahl-i-Hadith 
ki Ilmi Wiidmat^ 1937 f p. 11 
3. Taufig Ahmad Nizaiti, Muslim Political Thouoh 
fd Activity in India Purina The First Half o e 19th Oenturyt p. 25. 
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as Dar-ul-Hezib • vjhen the Br i t i sh power was 
es tab l i shed in northern India« he issued a fatva 
in 1803 declar ing a l l land Tinder t h e i r occupation 
2 
as Der-ul<i^axto • 
Due to the expansionist policy of the British 
and drain of India's wealth at their hands, the 
Muslim community had reawakened and had beguti to 
look for its future • It was Seyyid Ahmed Barelvi 
(1786-1831 A.O.) who played en important part in 
awakening of the consciousness of the Muslims in 
the changed political situation* 
Sayyid Ahmed was deeply impressed by the 
religious ideology of Shah Abdul Aziz who had 
already declared India \aider British destination aa 
1* For the e^ qplanation of the term "Dar-ul-Harb** 
see glossary* 
2. Ziya>»ul-Hasan, Perooqi, The Deanend Sdiool And 
the Demand for Pakisten* p. 2* 
3* Welfred Cent Well Smith, Modem Islam in India 
p* 1* 
4* He received his early education at heme* Socm 
after the demise of his father, he proceeded to 
Lucknow in search of enployment* Here he did not 
remain at ease end moved to Delhi vihere he 
becane a disciple of Shah Ab^l Aziz* See Haflas 
Mohamnad Ibrahim Siyalkoti, Tarikh-i»Ahl«.i» 




Der-ul-Herb^. As a matter of fact , Seyyld 
Ahmad beyan to preadh the doctrines of Waliullah 
school. This Is the reason why Sgyyld Ahmad*» 
2 
movement Is also cal led Wallullah movement • 
Seyyld /Qimad ir^enMmtly dwaoxinced the 
3 prevailing customs particularly [grave worship 
Aalntworshlpl and supplication at the tombs of 
the graves and also the excessive veneration of 
3 
the p lrs • Sadti s i^ers t i t ious practices he declered 
4 
were actually borrowed from Hinduism • 
It is Important to note here that the movement 
started by Sayyld Ahmad was dxibbed as the Wahabl 
movement by the British for their baser political 
5 
Interests • 
1, 21ya-ul-Hespn, Parooqi, op, citi p, 2. 
2« Ahmed Parooql Urdu Mai Wahabl Adeby p« 5 
3* Qeyammuddln Ahmad op, citi p. 25« M,A, Nadvl 
op, clti p, 30» 
4, Wilfred Centwell Smith, op, city p, 188. 
• Abd\il Haheed op, city p. 1561, Zlya*ul>4i8S«a 
Farooql, op, clt; p, 135. 
K. M, Ashref In his article, "Muajira Refvivellts 
and the R^olt of 1857"(edited by P,C, Joshl, 
peoples publishing House Delhi, 1957},has 
remarked that*the term •Wehebl* is certainly 
inaccurate In as naxdv as the politicel objectives 
of the so-called Indian Wrhabls and their social 
out>look In general were derived, not from the 
doctrines of Abdul Wahab, but from the earlier 
teachings of Shah Wallull^ of Delhi"* 
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The British cerried cm malicious propaganda 
against the mov&nent through their missionaries 
and sdbolars like Hunter and Neibuhr • Hunter 
was so mudi hostile to the movement that he 
described it as a new religion of Seyyid Ahmad 
and Sirat-i-Mustacruim as the new Quran of the sect* 
Not only this but Seyyid Ahmad was described aa 
2 
the PjTophet of the new sect • 
During his pilgrimage to Mecca in 1822-23« 
Sayyid Ahmad was accon^anied by Shah Ismail. It 
can hardly be denied that both acquainted themselves 
with the Wahabi mov&nent of Arabia end its ideology 
during their stay at Mecca • Sayyid Ahmad was 
deeply impressed by the Wahabi ideology and on his 
retxim to India he organized his work on the lines 
i« Qeyonmuddin Ahmad« op« city p. 16. 
2. w, w. Hunter, The Ir^di^ Muselraansi p. 45. 
3. H. A, R, Gibb« Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam^ 
p. 621« H. A, Karandikar, op. city p« 132* 
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of Mohammed Ibn Abdul Wrfiab • He enthusiastically 
began to preach the doctrines/Jihad since he was 
impressed by the successful wahabi campaigns in 
many neighboxaring coxintries of Arabia* It# indeed^ 
2 
gave him great vigour end virility • within a 
very short period his influence spread over the 
thickly populated area from the Peshawar frontier 
to the Delta of Bengal • 
It is not correct to sey that Seyyid Ahmad 
was completely converted to Wahabism at r«iicc8 
4 
as has wrongly be^i asserted by Margoliouth • The 
truth is that scholers have not taken into consider-
ation the fact that long before his pilgrimage to 
1, Rem Gopal, Indian Muselmansy A Political History 
1959, Lucknow; p. 23, 
Since Indie hed been declared Dar-ul-Hayb 
or the 'Land of the En«ty» by Shah Abdul Aziz# 
Seyyid Mimad began to preach the virtues of 
Jihad to the cc^ mnon people. As a result, every-
one who came contact with him made vnp his mind 
to sacrifice his life for the noble cause* 
2* Teufiq Ahmad Ni^ami, <^, citi p, 42* 
3. Ran Gopel, pp. cit; p. 23. 
4* D. S, Margoliouth, Moharonadanisrai p« 179 
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MeccBf Seyyid Ahmed h©d already sterted the 
religious reform movement in Indie • As we have 
seen« Shah Waliullah was the reel founder of this 
movement in India* 
It would not be out of place to menti<»i here 
that Mohanm^ Ibn Alsdul Waheb had reised his voice 
against the prevailing customs which he had 
2 described as innovations • Secondly, there was no 
mention of lihad in his moroumental work entitled 
Kit ab-'Ul-Teuhid* It was only after achieving the 
support of Mohammed Ibn Sa'ud that his movement 
3 
took the political shape • On the other hand, Sayyid 
Ahmed's movement, though reformative in essence, 
4 
was mainly directed against the British. 
1. M, A, Karendiker, Islam in India's Traisition 
to Modernityf pp lOO-lOli H. A, R, Gibb Islam 
p* 123I Qeyammuddin Ahmad, op, cit/ p, 17. 
2« Mohemned Ibn Abdul Wahab, op, cit| |^ 5, 10-13, 
3, Juluis Germanus, op. citf p. 12. 
4. M. A. Madvi, op. citf p. 15. 
The muslims of Arabi? were greatly sunk in 
Shirk whereas, the Muslim ccxnmunity in India at 
this critical Jtmcture was mainly confronted with 
serioxis political problems. On the one hand, the 
Muslims faced a great challenge from the Ehglish, 
on the other, the growing sikh power had also 
posed a greet thrert to them. It was under these 
conditi<ms that Sayyid Ahmad end his followers 
began to preadi the doctrines of -fihed in the light 
of Sheriat. See M.A. Nedvi, op. cit; p. 27. 
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Seyyid Munad who had acquired e large 
siipport from the people of India established a 
permanent centre at Petna which became the focal 
point of the Wahabi activities in British India • 
the headquarters of which Hunter described as 
2 
"Central propaganda" • The Wahabis managed their 
undergrovind activities so efficiently thet the 
authorities did not know anything about their heed-
3 
quarters for a long time • The rebel leaders had 
shed their fear of British authority and one of 
them who had assembled senrexi hundred m«n in his 
house had declared his resolve to resist any 
4 
investigation by the police by force • 
Abundantly equipped with men and material 
Sayyid Ahmad was now ready for a war* He loiew 
that the movement for the reconquest of India must 
1. H, A, R, Gibb, Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islatn, 
p. 621. 
2. W« W. Hunter, op. citf p. 60. 
3 . Ram Gopal, op, c i t | p« 23. 
4 . W, W. Htinter, op. c i t i Qeyammuddin Ahmad; p . 24« 
M. A, Nadvi, op . c i t ; p . 33 , 
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stert In the north with the help of Afghanlsten 
and he chose Punjab as the first target • Sayyld 
Ahmad proceeded towards Kabul and at the gates 
of Kend^ar he had fotind too much response to 
his call on the paxrt of the nobles and masses of 
2 
that city • He also sent letters to the xrulers 
3 
of Kashmir # Chittral^ Buldiare and other neighbouring 
4 
areas. His choice in chosing the frontier as the 
1* It W8S the urge of his political maturity 
end practical experience that he believed 
struggle should begin from the northern 
frontier where the powerful tribes could help 
suc^ a movement. There was a large majority 
of the Muslims tqp to Turkistan. It was due 
to his political insight that he did not 
make India the centre of his political 
activities. Here he would have been forced 
to face hostile powers from evexy side end 
it would have been practically difficult 
to face the Sikhs. 
2. W. W. Hunter op. citi p. 5; Qeyemmuddln 
Ahmad« op. cit| p. 50. 
3. Kashmir occi;^ ied an in7>ort8nt poslticm 
in his plan of crusede. Its occvqpatim 
would have provided hire "ctnitrol of an 
extensive area with ample resources a large 
majority of the Muslim population and a strong 
line of natural defence« secure against 
Si)di incursicms". See Ceyammuddin Alunad 
op. citf p. 50. 
4. Qeyammuddin« Ahmad* op. city p. 50* 
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centre of his political activities could be 
Judged in his own words« "In Indie I could not 
find a suitable pljke« to begin my movement for 
lihad though most of the people promised to help • 
2 
The peqple of Hazara , too supported the 
mov«nent of Sayyid Ahmed, They were under the 
oppressive rule of Heri Singh Nelwa, the f JSBOUS 
Sildi General and Governor of HazaxH • Sayyid Ahmad 
in the raeentiroe proceeded to Balakoti ^ i c h was 
an important villalpe in iCunwar pass . I t was here 
that a bat t le was fought between him and the Si)dis» 
Though he f ou^t gallantly^ r he died with his 187 
4 followers^ the prominent among them was SSiah Ismail < 
The Wahabi movement did not die with the 
death of Sayyid J^ imad and Shah Isnnall. In fact# 
the ir sacri f ices continued to inspire generations 
1. Abdul Hasan All Nadvl, Sirat^i-Sgyvid ftmad 
Shghid* Part I , p . 379, Lahore. 
2« Hasara lay on the border of Kashmir i f i t 
could be brought under control the road to 
Kashmir would be open. 
3 . Oeyanmuddin Ahroad^  op. city p . 50« 
4. Qeyammuddin Ahmed, op. dt;pp.^9.7^1 M.A, 
Nadvi, op. c ity p . 43. 
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of Indian Muslims, Whet is iinportent to note 
is that the British left no stone unttimed in 
curbing the activities of the Wahebis • thus, wh«i 
Moulane Wilayat Ali of Sadicspur, was invited by 
2 3 
Zaalm Shah to cepture Baiakote and v^ pctr Kazera , 
the British once again grew apprehensive of the 
Wahabi activities. The Wahabis had to ultimately 
surrender* 
The Wahabis were victimised during the 
4 
period when the Great Mutiny took p l a c e • Some 
of the Wahebis l i k e Maulana Ydiye Al i and Ferhat 
5 
Husain were e x i l e d t o And&aoa vAio died there • In 
1864 there took p lace the famous Ambala Trial in 
1, Ram C ^ a l , op, c l t j p . 24. 
2 , Zamim Shah was the chief in the Keghan Val ley , 
^ i c h was adjacent t o Kashmir, 
3 , Qeyantnuddin Munad, pp. c i ty p , 108, 
i , James Hast ings , Encyclopaedia^ of Relicfjq^ 
and Ethics , 1921 p , 662 | K, A, Nadvi, op, c i t , 
p , 60 , W, W, Hunter, op, c i t f p , 16, 
5 , Qeyammiddin Ahmed, op, c i t | p . 238, 
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whlcdi eleven persons were convicted and later 
punished* They are as unders-
1, Yehya Allf 
2 , MohaniRGd Jaf erf 
3 , Abdul Rahtm of Sedi.qpuri 
4 , Moharanad Shafl l 
5« Abdnl Kerin/ 
6 , Abdtil Gaff a n 
?• Qazl Mian Janf 
8, Abdul Ghefury 
9, Husalnl of Patnaf 
10. Husaini of Thenasery 
11. Elahi Bux« 
Another importent trial took place in 1865 
in Which Moulvi /Jin»ad-Ulleh of Patana was tried. 
His property was snatched away end was sentenced to 
life impriscmment* 
The British attitude towards the Wahabis gave 
a serious set back to the Wehabi moventent as a 
political force. As we have seen that the term 
"Wahabi** was coined by the British end it was never 
1. Zlya-ul-^asan^ Farooqi, op. city p. 135* 
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used for themselves by the followers of Seyyld 
Ahmad and Shah Ismail • In the changed circumstances* 
most of the Wehebls felt constrained to call 
2 
themselves Mil-i-Hadith • The so-called Wahabi 
movement in India now entered a different phase in 
its history. The Ahl-i-Hadlth kept aloof from 
politics and confined themselves to the social and 
religious reform of the Muslim canmunity in India • 
In the following c*»epters an attempt has been made 
to discuss the extent of their influence in religious 
thought and their impact cm the Muslim society. 
1* H, A. R, Gibb« Mohanraedanismi p. 123. 
2 . Ibidi 
3 , Y, B, Mathur, Muslims end Qianoino Indie , 
1972, New Delh i , p . 7 3 . 
C H A P T E R l i l t 
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MiL-^X-HADITH MOVEMEHT IN KASHMIRt 
The history of the spreed of I s i an in 
Kashmir wes probably quite dlfferrait from the rest 
of the Mtxslim countries of the world. It laMe i t s 
wey into Kaslwiir not by coercion, but by gradual 
conversicm • I t i s a fact that Islam i s essonktially 
a missionary rel ig ion end in th i s s p i r i t Bulbul Shah 
came from TurTcisten in the t in» of Suhadeva (1301-
1320 A*D,} He wes responsible for the conversion of 
2 
a large nisnber of Hindus to' Islam • According to 
one account as many as ten thousand Hindus eanbraced 
3 
Islam at the hands of Bulbul Shah * 
Rindiana (1320-1323 A.D.) vsho becenie the f i r s t 
Muslim king of Kashmir after the disturbed c^mditimis 
created isy Zulju*s invasion, actually owed h is 
conversion to Islan to Bulbul S h ^ • He bore the neme 
S Of Sadr-ud-Din • 
1, M* A, Stien, Kalhana'a Ralataranoinit p . 130 
2, G, M, D, Sufi, Kashiri p . 83 
3, Ibid; 
4* Anonymous Baharistaaa-i->ahahif ff 6b, 7b. 
5, R, K* Permu. A His1;^ orv of Muslim Rule in Kashmir^ 
p. 79, 
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I t must be pointed out here tha t IsXem had 
already made i t s headwe^ in the northern per ipher ies 
of Kashmir vl«» Swatylr, iCunwar# Pukhll , Bimayree* 
Hasara e t c . This f a c t Which made t h e spread of 
Islam In Kashmir very easy has not been en^haslsed 
by modem scdiolars* 
After the death of RlncSiana# t h e Kashmir 
reverted temporarily t o the Hindu r u l e . But In 1339# 
the Muslim ru le returned xinder Shah Mir (1339* 
1342 A.O.} and h i s descendants continued t o wie ld 
2 power for over two centxirles • 
I t was during t h e reign of Shah Mir that a 
good number of Sayylds entered the v a l l e y and played 
an liiq;>ortant part In the spread of Islam in Kashmir. 
Sayyld A l l HaRi»flanl (1314«1385 A.D.) % o^ I s popularly 
known as Shdwl-Heniedan In Kashmir was • suf 1 . He 
entered Kashmir dtirlng t h e reign of Sultan Qutb'ud-
Din (1373*1389 A.O.} and was accompanied by 700 
4 
Sayylds . 
1 . Nur«ud»Dln Jaf ar Badakhshl^ Khulesat^ul^Manaoib 
f f 99-100* 
2 . Abdul Qalyum Ref ig l# 3-uf ism In Keshmirt p . 223 
3 . Ib id i p . 42 . 
4 . Ibldr p . 224. 
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Like most of his predecessors Sayyld All 
travelled very extensively . His most In^ortant 
journey, however, was his visit to Kashmir %i^ lch 
according to Mohibbu*l Has^ en was caused by the 
wrath of Tlraur (1335-1405 A.D,) towards the Alewl 
2 Sayylds of Haraadoi • But this statement has been 
refuted by Abdul Qalyum Rafiqi on the grounds that 
"Tlmur was not hostile to the Sayyids end he cannot 
be believed to have provoked to Seyyld All to leave 
his native piece" • He further states "Sayyld All 
« 
had already sent two of h i s cous ins , Sayyld !PaJu*d-
Din and Sayyld Hxisain, t o Kashmir t o explore the 
4 
religious atmosphere of that country** • 
However, during Sayyld Ali*s stay in Kashmir 
for about six years, he highly denounced the unlslonlc 
practices end engaged himself in the task of 
1. Ib ld i p . 32 . 
2 . MOhlbbu*l Hasan, Kashmir tfader Sultanst p» 56. 
3 . Abdul Oalyxan Raf i q i , op. c i t y p . 34. 
4 . Ib id i 
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transforming Kashmir Into purely Is lamic country • 
He sent h i s d i s c i p l e s t o various par t s of the v a l l e y 
and himself t r a v e l l e d widely t o further t h e caxise 
2 
of Islam In Kashmir • 
According to Jaf ar BadaWishl, Sayyld All 
firstly had followed Hanaflya school^ but lateron 
became a follower of Imam Shafl's school (767-820 A,D») 
It Is noteworthy that Sayyld All, though a follower 
of Imam Shafl's thought, did not oppose the practice 
3 
Of Hanefl te lew In Kashmir • I t c l e a r l y Indicates 
tha t h i s main purpose was only t o strengthen the 
cause of Islam In Kashmir* As a r e s u l t , he converted a 
large number of non-musllms t o Islam In Kashmir • 
According t o one es t imate Seyyld Al l converted as 
many as 37000 Hindus t o I s lan • He not oabc only 
1, R, K* Parmu, History of Muslim Rule In Kashmir* 
p# 105; Mohlbbu'l Hasan, op. c i t y p . 56* 
2 , Abdul Qalyum Raf lq l , op. c l t f p . 38 . 
3 , Nur-ud-Dln Jaf er Badaldishl, Manoubal^til-J^gJilr^ 
f f , 30b, 31a. 
4 , Hasan Shah, Tarlkh»l«»H as an. Vol . I l l ; p . 16. 
5 , Mohlbbu'l Hasan, op. c l t> p . 235. 
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prtkeched Islem but was also an erudite scholar* 
There are one hundred and seventy works whic^ stand 
to his credit • 
After the death of Seyyid All his son Mir 
Mohansnad Hamadanl (1372->1450 A.D.) came to Kashmir 
during the reign of Sultan Sikandar C1389-1431 A.D,) . 
Soon after his arrlyal he eng^ed himself in the 
task of preaching Islam, The most Important person 
%^o accepted Islam at his hands was Suha Bhatta %^o 
later became his devout follower • He waS greatly 
Impressed by the simplicity of Mir Mohammed Hamadanl* 
It must be pointed out here that Sultan Sikandar 
was the first Sultan of Kashmir who, under the Influence 
of Mir Mohammad Hamadanl, enforCied Shariat with great 
4 
s t r i c t n e s s in the country • TUne use of wine, dancing 
of %fomen« music, gambling were protallbited in the 
5 
country • Mir Mohammad Hannadeni proved himself t o be 
1* Abdul Caiyum Rafigi, op, citf p. 245. 
2. Ib idj p* 99 . 
3 . Seyyid Al l , Tarl}di-i-Kashmlr» f, 14 ai 
See a l so Hasan aheh« farlWi-'i»Hasaq^ Vol* I I I | p*23 
4* R. K. Pawiuf op. d t ; pp 125*126* 
5 . Haider Malik, Tarlk^i-Kashmiry f f 94b,95a. 
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a greet upholder o£ Islemic law In Kashmir* But 
he had to encounter opposition from a leading mystic 
Seyyid Mohgmnad Hisari* The latter used to conplaln 
to the Sultan SiXandar \^o held Mir Mohannmad Hamadeni 
in greater esteem • Although Mir Mohamm^ Hanadmi 
was no roatdi for Sayyid Mohanmad Hisari* in fact# 
2 
Mir had recognized him as siqperlor to himself • It 
is wrong to say that Sayyid Hisari did not like the 
way in which Mir Mohonmad Hanadani and his patrons 
were preadiing Islam. His complaint to the Sultan 
was against the unhealthy influence of the Mir • This 
is sv^ pozrted by the subsequent change in the attitude 
of the Sultan Sikandar, as J<MiaraJa smya that the 
sultan "fixed with some difficulty a limit to the 
advance of the great sea of Yavanas** and abolished 
lizva (turuskadanda) • 
1. Sayyid Ali, op. cit; f. lOe. 
2. Abdul Qaiyian Rafiqi, op. cit| p. 102. 
3. Ibidi p. 103, 
4« Ibidi 
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Thus, feel ing the change in the Sultan 
Slksnder's attitude and particularly on accoxmt 
of Sayyid Hlsarl 's opposition^ Mir Mohammad Heme^ani 
made up h i s mind to leave the val ley after staying 
the ir for a period of twelve yeara • 
The influence of the sufis on the rel igion 
of the people of Kashmir was of greater importance* 
They had come to Kashmir with the intention of preaching 
Islam. They established Madrasas where Isleonic 
. 2 
knowledge was imparted to common people • 
The role of the Rishis in the spread of Islam 
in Kashmir was not of less significance. Their mystical 
deeds had a greet mark on the people simultaneously 
paved the way towards Islam. And the people ^ o 
came tuider their contact were greatly influenced by 
their mysticism . To quote G, M. D, Sufi, "Rishis 
snnoothered the path of Islam in its low, steady and 
1. R, K. Permu, op. citr p. 118f 
Abdul QalyiBn Raf iqi, op* cltf p. 103, 
2. Abdul Oaiyum Raflql, op. cit; p. 213, 
3. G. M, D. Sufi, Kashiri p. 98/ 
Mohlbbu'l Hasan, op, clti p. 285* 
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systemetic conversion of practically the %Aiole 
valley"^. Besides ShalWi-Nur-ud-Dln (1378-1439 A.D.), 
the founder of the Rlshl order In Kashmir^ other 
Rlshls who contributed to the cause of Islam were 
Beni->ud-Dln« Zaln-ud-Din, Latlf-\id-oln, Nasrwud-Dln, 
2 
and Qlyam-ud-Dln • 
Shalldi Nur-ud-Dln (Nund-Rlsh) was critical 
of the Mullahs who made It their profession to recite 
Oturan and get money In return. He considered then 
3 
"veritable patterns of hypocrisy" • Though Illiterate, 
Nur->ud<-Dln gave utterances to hundreds of beautiful 
4 
sayings In Kashmiri* %iAilcdi are preserved In Nur-Narea. 
"niese reflect the social life of the people and the 
religious attitude of the Mullahs towards them. His 
message was not confined to one race or one class* 
but addressed to mankind as a whole • 
1. G. M. D. Sufi , op . c i t y p . 9 8 . 
2 . Abdul OalyiOT Raf lq l , op, c i ty p . 159, 
3 . Ibldy p . 156, 
4 . Ib id; p .149 . 
5 . Ibldy p . 158. 
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Lalla Arlfa (Lai Ded) i«ho was bom in 
about the middle of the fourteenth century is said 
to have influenced HMT N\u>ud-Din*s thought• This 
explains %fhy there is a synthesis of Hindu and 
Muslim thought in the poems of N\jur«*ud*Din« However^ 
his sayings indicate that he believed in the ftmda-
mental principles of Isloii—• the unity of Godhead* 
Nsmez, Day of Judgement etc, , Nur-ud-Oin« like 
Lalla ArifSt slso preached tol-erance and respect 
for eech others faith. As a matter of fact* Islam in 
Kashmir* began to assume a new form under the influence 
of Rishis who laid more emphasis on following the 
righ^y path by practising virtues like tolerance* 
2 
brotherhood and social service • The Rishis did not 
lay much emphasis on the doctrinal side of Islam* 
The spread of Islam in Kashmir received a 
further impetus towards the close of fifteenth century 
with the errivel of Shaik-Shemsu'd-Din Iraqi. He left 
3 
no s tone unttimed in propagating Shiai^nn in Kashmir • 
1 . De%md Mishkati* Aararu'l^Abrari f f 67b* 68« | 
Abdul Oaiyum Rafiqi* op, c i t ; p . 152. 
2 . Abdxil Oaiyum Rafigi* op, c i t ; p . 156, 
3 . R, K, Pazmxi* op, c i t ; p , 430-431. 
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But soon after the arrlvel of Mirza Haider 
(1540-1551 A.D.) Sxinnism ageln became the dominant 
Muslim religion in the valley. He follo%red a policy 
of persecution against the Shias and even the tonib 
of Shamsu*d-.Din was razed to the ground • He is 
charged to have done so because of his close intimacy 
2 
with Shaikh Hemza Maqdoom • But this seems totally 
unauthentic because Tarikh-i^Rashidi does not make 
any mention of his association with the Suhrawardl 
saint. 
It was not until the end of the fifteenth 
century that the majority of the inhabitants of the 
valley had embraced Islam. . 
Although sufis and Rishis played an important 
role in the spread of Islan in Kashmir, the role of 
most of their descendants and credulous worshippers of 
their shrines proved to be very reactionary. They 
popularized the philosophy of quietism end escapism . 
1. Mirza Haider, Tari)di-i-Rashidit ft 20^21B. 
2. Babe Nasib, Rishi Nemay f. 365a 
3. Mohibbu^l Hasan, op. cit; p. 235. 
4. Ibid; p. 225. 
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Many alien practices entered Islam because 
of the fact that the converts did not give vp their 
old customs end practices. The Khanaqahs became 
the centres of superstition end charlatanism • They 
began to be worshipped by the credulous masses v*io 
came their as pilgrims to beseech the aid of the 
saint* The; graves of the saints began to be worshipped 
by all the Kashmiris for the fulfilment of their 
2 
wishes and vows • 
As said before the Hindus who embraced Islam 
could not completely give up their old beliefs and 
practices. There Is ample evidence to show that both 
Hindus end Muslims observed a certain set of rituals 
3 
alike • For example, \ihen there was a cholera or a 
smallpox epidemic in the city, its occurence was 
4 
attributed to the ginis and God or goddesses • 
1, Abdul Qaiyum Rafigi, op, cit| p. 215f Mohammad 
Ishaq Khan, History of Srinaqart p. 104> Lawrence, 
The Valley of Kashmir? t>» 93. 
2, Abdul Qaiy\im Rafiql, op, cit; p. 215. 
3, Lawrence, op, cit; pp. 285,286. 
4, Mohammad Ishaq Khan, History of Srinaqart p, 105 
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Thus, >^ile describing the religious beheviour 
of the people of the city of Srinager during the Dogre 
rule Mohammad Isheq Khan observes, that v^en smallpox 
attacked children, Muslims would usually consult 
their *Pir* and the Pandits would perform some 
1 
regular ceremonies • In times of natural calamities 
also both Hindus and Muslims performed some customary 
practices. The Muslims used to go Idgah while the 
Hindus visited Sherke Devi's hill to invoke God's 
2 help at the time of distress • The Hindus and Muslims 
were alike in making offerings to the dead on prescribed 
3 
occasions. While the Hindus performed the Sharda 
ceremonies, the Muslims organized Khetem-i^Sheriff« 
Ishaq Khan further points out that for childless 
parents it was customary to visit shrines end call 
the eld of the saints end darweshes end keep fasts 
4 
in order that they might be blessed with diildren • 
It would not be out of piece to mention here 
that "at Weripxira in the Magam Ilaka, both the Muslims 
and Hindus worshipped a stone having en imprint of foot. 





Ibid; p. 106. 
Ibid; 
Ibid; p. 107, 
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The Musalmens worshipped it as Kadam-i-Rasul (the 
Prophet's foot print) and Hindus as Vishnu pad 
(Vishnu's foot)^. 
So common were Hindu practices among >%islims 
that it was inpossible to distinguish them from non-
2 
muslims , Lawrence was probably right when he pointed 
out that Kashmiri Stmnis were only Muselmans in name 
3 
and that: they were Hindus in their hearts • 
Until the beginning of this century, no 
religious reform movement took place among the 
4 
iMuslims of Kashmir • In fact, the Muslims continued 
to stick to the customs, habits and manners of their 
Hindu ancestors. The nineteenth century travel 
accoxjmts fully substantiate this fact. 
1. Lawrence, op. cit; p« 286. 
2. Ibidi 
3. IbidI 
4. Census, 1921, I, pp 60-61, See also 
Mohammed Ishaq Khan, History of Srinaoar* 
p, 107. 
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In Meharaje Renbir Singh's time Seyyld 
Huseln Sheh Bptlcu r a i s ed h i s voice against *Pir-inu-
r e e d i ' , tomb worship end denounced t h e worship of 
2 Bsthans (shrines) • Husain Shah had v i s i t e d ce r ta in 
3 l i t e r a r y centres in India l i ke Deoband and had the 
p r i v i l e g e of being t h e pupi l of the prcxninent Ahl - i -
4 Hadith leader, Nezir Husain Dahlawi • I t was from 
him t h a t he learn t theology and Jurisprudence. I t was 
h i s associa t ion with the leaders of Ahl-i-Hadith a t 
1, He was a res ident of Batelqpora near Madeen 
Sahib in Sr inagar . He was named Batku by the 
Mullahs a f te r the name of h i s Mohalla Bet8l<por8» 
2, Hasan Shah, Terikh-i»Has£n< I ; p , 442> Mohammad 
Ishaq Khan History of Srinaqei^y p . 107. See also 
Moulvi Anwar Shah, Besharat-ul-Mumineenipp 36-37. 
3 . Mohammed Assad-ullah Cureishi, rerikh-i-Ahmedivet 
Jenmtu Kashmir, 1973; p . 30 
4 . Ghulrm Nabi Mubsreki, Khutba-i-Sadarat. 1957. p . 3 1 , 
Moulvi Nezir Husain was given the t i t l e of Shaikhu*! 
Kull for h i s l ea rn ing . He was highly venerated as 
the Muhaddith, J u r i s t and exeges i s t . He was 
respected for h i s high b i r t h and court ly behaviour, 
but above a l l he was respected for h i s knowledge 
and h i s devotion to the cause of Tauhid. He a lso 
came under the influence of the Wehabi Movement 
of Sayyid Ahmad Bere lv i . See Mohammad Ibrahim 
Slya lko t i , Tar lkh- i -Ahl- i -Hadi th , pp 417-419f Abu 
Imam Khan Yahya, Hindustan Mai Ahl-i-Hedith Ki 
Ilmi Khidmat^ 1937f p . 15| Qeyanrunuddin Ahmed, 
The Wahabi Movement in Indiai pp 286-287? Zameer-
ud-Din Siddiqui, Br i t i sh Oonouest and Trends of 
Muslim Thought. Aligarhj pp 2 -5 . 
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Delhi, that brought about a greet change in his 
religious thought. No sooner had he entered the 
valley, than he vehemently raised his voice against 
the customs deep-rooted In the Muslim society , 
2 
v^lch he declared were all borrowed from Hlndxilsm • 
Not only this, but he also advoceted the ce\ise of 
3 
Taxjjhld— oneness of God • He delivered a series of 
lectures at Zaldagar Mohalla, v^lch were purely based 
4 
on Ta\ihld# and which even i n p r e s s e d Mir Walz Ahmad-
5 
Ullah of Jamla Mosque , He urged t h e peop le t o fo l low 
In d e t a i l t h e p r a c t i c e of Prophet Moheramed, His 
d e n u n c i a t i o n of t h e g rave worship and s a i n t worship 
was no t l i k e d by t h e Mullahs end Muftis of S r lnaga r • 
1, Hasan Shah, Ta r lkh- l -Hasen , I , p , 442 
Moulvl Anwar Shah, Basherat-ul-Mxamlneen, pp 36«-37| 
Mohammad Isheq Khan, H i s t o r y of S r l n a g a r ; p« 107 
2 , Moulvl Anwar Shah Besharat-ul-Mumlneenr p .36 
3 , Mohammad Assadul lah C u r a l s h l , op , c l t ; p , 30 
4 , I b i d ; Moulvl Anwar Shah op , c l t ; p , 36, 
5 , Mohammad Assad-u l l eh Q u r a l s h l , op , c l t ; p , 30 , 
6 , Hasan Shah, op , c l t , I ; p , 442; Mohammad Ishag 
Khan, H i s to ry of S r l n e q e r ; p , 107, 
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He hed to encounter, from the very outset* bitter 
and determined opposition of all sects of Muslim 
ccMwnunity, The Mullahs and Muftis of Kashmir even 
issued fatwes (decrees) against him* condemning him 
as an inqpostor end an infidel • The Muslims were 
not even allowed to talk to him and if any-body did 
2 
so* he was considered to be an egpostate from Islam • 
He was also denounced as Dajlal (anti-Christ) • This 
opposition of the local Mullahs was so strong that 
M«haraja was compelled to give orders for Seyyid Shah's 
4 
expu l s ion frcan S r i n a g a r • 
1« Moulvi Anwar Shah, Sasherat~ul-»Mumineen« 
p p . 36-37. 
2 . Muslim, ; ^ r i l 2, 1958; pp 11-12, 
3 . Moulvi Anwar Shah* Basharat-ul-Mumineen 
p . 36 . 
4 . Moulvi Ghulam Nabi Mxjberaki, Khutba- i -3adara t# 
1557; p . 3 1 . 
I t must be p o i n t e d out h e r e t h a t Mohammad 
Isheq Khan on t h e b a s i s of Tari ldi- i-Hasen* I* 
p . 442 mentions i n h i s work e n t i t l e d Hi s to ry of 
S r i n a g a r . Husain S h a h ' s esqpulsion frcnn t h e s t a t e . 
But* on t h e o t h e r hand, t h e r e a r e a good number 
of r e f e r e n c e s t o sugges t t h a t Husain Shah was 
e3q>elled from Srinagar* who* then proceeded t o 
Shopian and made i t a c e n t r e of h i s a c t i v i t y u n t i l 
h i s d e a t h . 
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It must be pointed out here thet Husaln 
Shah Batku did not ley any enqphasis on ^ihad v^ereas, 
the Wahebi leaders in India enthusiastically preached 
iihad^. 
Although Husein Shah's movement did not make 
any headway, he was, however, able to influence the 
minds of scMne prcxninent citizens of Srineger namely, 
2 
Sabzar Shah, Abdul Aziz Oiiken, Moulvi Hesen Shah etc# 
Having been eaqpelled frcan Srineger, Husein Shah 
now begen to preach his doctrines in Naasnoor , a 
villege in Shopian. But he was forced to leave Naasnoor, 
since the Ahmadiyas had made it a centre of their 
4 
activities • He then proceeded to Yaripora where he 
1« Keshmlr ceased to be en independent state since 
its occupetion by Mughels in the yeer 1586. J^e 
Chaks, no doubt, resisted the Mughels but were 
suppressed. The Mughals did not recruit Kashmiris 
in the army. As a result, Keshmirls lost their 
martial spirit. This is probably the reason why 
Husain Shah did not preach -jihad. 
2. Muslim, January, 1959, 
3. Mohammed Assad-ulleh Qureishi, op, cit| pp 30-31. 
4. Ibidf 
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got e good response from the local people for h i s 
1 
tirade against the superstitious practices • Atte 
Mohammad Khan % *Aio was a Rals of the time came \uider 
his Influence. He also began to propagate "Wahebl" 
doctrines end was able to win a considerable number 
of his followers. It was, as a result of his efforts, 
that the movement spread In some villages of Shoplan 
Tehsll particularly Kenlpore, Yarlpora, Gaemzan, 
Rlshlnagar# Shorlsh etc. Lawrence mentions that 
two hundred families bad accepted the "Wahaibl" faith 
4 
by h i s time . Though Maharaja Ranblr Singh stamped out 
5 
the propagandists , remarked Lawrence, the movement. 
In tu rn , achieved a considerable success . 
1. Moulvl Hasan, op. c i t | I ; p . 442, 
2. Atta Mohammad Khan, a son of Sher Khan, was a j ag l rda r In the Dogre regime. His ancestors ere 
sa id to have been the ru l e r s of K.-ma (Oarada). 
Vfhen Ksshmlr came under the cont ro l of the Sljchs, 
Atta Mc^anmad Khan*s ancestors were dispossessed 
of t h e i r J a g l r . However, the Sikh ru l e r s used t o 
give a ce r ta in por t ion of the revenue of Kama 
p r i n c i p a l i t y t o Sher Khen*s descendants. See 
Mohammed Assad-ullah Qtiralshl, op, c l t f pp 39 ,41 ; 
Hassan Shah, op. c i ty I , p . 442, 
3 . Mohanraed Assed-ullah Curalshl, op, c l t ; pp 27-28. 
4 . Lawrence, op. c i ty p . 285. 
5. Ibldf 
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After the deeth of Huseln Sheh, the movanent 
gained ground mainly owing to the efforts of Moulvi 
Anwar Shah Shopiani • He was e pijpil of Husaln Shah 
Batku. It was iinder the letter's gtiidance that 
Anwar Shah studied the Curan and jurisprudence. 
Moulvi Anwar Shah was very severe in his 
2 
criticism of the worshiping of tombs end graves • 
He denoxinced the unisleraic practices observed by 
the people at graves end shrines in vehement terms* 
3 
Inf act, he beceme the greatest e^ qponent of Tauhid. 
It is important to note that the Ahl-i-Hadith 
did not have strong-hold in Srineger except in locality 
4 
of Narware, where Sabzar Shah c a r r i e d on h i s a c t i v i t i e s , 
I n t h e absence of any o r g a n i z a t i o n , they had t o f a c e 
many d i f f i c u l t i e s . Fur thermore , t h e s t r o n g oppos i t i on 
1, Mohansnad Ayub Baj tab and Abdullah T a a r i , 
Neerposhy pp 13-15 , 
2 , Moulvi Anwar Shah, Guldas ta Anwariy p , 101 
Diwen-i-Anwarj. t pp 12,17 
3 , Moulvi Anwar Shah Basharat-ul-Mum^Bieei:^^ pp 21-23 
This r e l i g i o u s reform movanent which was 
p r e v i o u s l y dxibbed as Wahabi, now came t o be known 
as Ahl - i -Hed i th Itovement, 
4 , Hasen Sheh, o p , c i t j p p , 442> Mohemroad Isheq 
Khan, op, c i t ; p,107» 
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of the ^fullahs created © nxamber of problems for 
thcon. I t was at t h e i r Instance, t h e t the people 
resorted t o s o c l e l boycott against t h e Ahl-1-Hadlth, 
Even v i o l e n c e against the Ahl- i -Hedith was J u s t i f i e d 
by the Mullahs • Fatwas were i s sued t h a t the dead-> 
bodies of the Ahl- i-Hadith should not be biuried In 
2 
the Muslim graveyards , and that no Muslim should 
3 
enter into matrimonial alliance with them • Not only 
4 
t h i s , but they were not allowed t o enter the mosques • 
The majority of the Ksshrairi Muslims were (aid are) 
5 
the fo l lowers of Abu Hanifa • Since t h e Ahl-1-Hadith 
d id not adhere t o t h i s chool of thought, t h i s e3g>laiQS 
why t h e c«nmc»i Muslims in Kashmir began t o regard them 
as the enemies of Abu Hanif a • 
1,- Muslim 2 March, 1944/ pp 5-6 , 
2 . Muslim 5 April , 1961? p . 7; 2 March, 1960> p . 8 , 
3» Ibidf Muslim November, 1941? pp 7 -9 , 
4 , Mir Walz Ahmad-ullah, Ahl-.i-Hadith Kei Nisbet^ 
p . 1? Heji Mohammad Shahded, Fatah-i..Ahl«.i»Hadith^ 
pp 3 -4 , Ghulam Nabi Mubaraki, Feisaldi-Ahl- i- 'Hedithj 
pp 3 -6 , 




In spite of the opposition, Moulvl Anwar 
Shph continued to propeciete his ideas • Since he 
WPS not rllowed to enter mosques, he used to offer 
preyers end recite khutba secretly in certain homes. 
It is interesting to note that in the absence of 
2 
Mimber< Anwar ShaJi would sit on the mortar • 
The activities of HoUlvi /jiwar Shah were not 
looked with favour by the people and their religious 
leaders, who now tried to damage his reputation, 
i^ nwer Shah \j~s described as a nian of low oricin. Even 
the attitude adopted by the government towards the 
movement was far from being justified, Moulvi Anwar 
3 
Shah was te^ken i n t o custody by t h e government 
/ I t h o u g h ^ w a r Shah ' s a r r e s t Ccused some s e t 
back t o t h e movement, however, a f t e r h i s r e l e a s e t h e 
movement once again ca ined momentxim s i n c e he cont inued 
1, liOhc-mmad Ayub B r t r b , op . c i t ; pp . 13-14, 
2, based on i n t e r v i e w with Assad-Ullsh Khan, ''^/O 
Zr ldaga r , 85 y e a r s o l d i a l so Moulvi Nur-ud-Dinj 
a l s o .Moulvi Abdul Hamid Shopiani (Son of Houlvl 
Anwar Shah) , 
3 , Moulvi 7.bdul Grni , Khti1 a t^ul -Kubrat p p . 3-4, 
Sec Itoulvi Anwar Sheh, ra l im- i -S t inna t? pp 5-6, 
See 'ohammad Ayub Beytab, op, c i t ; p , 13 , 
Anv/cr Shah f e l t ha} py on t h e eve of h i s r r r e s t . 
As he xms. r emarkedi -
J' 
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his tirede against shrines • In due course of 
time he leld the foundation of the Zaldeger Ahl-i-
2 
Hedlth riKJsque • The Ahl-i-Hadith were conteraptuously 
3 4 
denounced es Kutfefj end Ahl<»i«»fcawwe • 
1. Moulvl Abdul Genl, Khetll at-ul»Kubra> pp 3-41 
Jtoulvl /inwar Shah Tellm-l-Sunnaty pp 5 -6 . 
:4ohsimnad Ayxib Baytab, pp. c l t ; pp 13-14* 
2 . I t was the f i r s t mosque of Ahl- i -Hadith 
i n the v*iole v a l l e y , whidh for a qxiite cons ider-
able t ime remained a centre of Ahl-i-Hadith 
a c t i v i t i e s in Srinagar. I t i s sa id that Shah 
Mohanmad *ft\o was attached with Maharaja's court , 
got permission from Maharaja for i t s construct ion. 
3 , The Sxonni Musalmans of Srineger were completely 
under the control of two chief Mullahs v i z , Mir 
Waiz Jamia *'^sgue and Mir Wais Haroadani Mosque. 
The people who fol lowed Imam of Jamia Mosque 
were c a l l e d as Kutes by those who followed Imam 
of Hernedsni Mosaoe. The l a t t e r were c a l l e d 
caiikas by Kutas. S ince a good number of A h l - i -
Hedlth o r i g i n a l l y were the fo l lowers of Imam 
of Jamia Mosque, they now came t o be kno%m es 
Kuteqi. 
4 , The Ahl-i-Hadith were c e l l e d Ahl-i-hawwa by 
the Hanafis because the l e t t e r thought that 
the former i n t e r p r e t t e d the Cturan and Hadith 
in whatever manner they l iked t o do. 
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Moulvi Anwar Shah v i s i t e d var ious pieces In 
t he va l ley of Kashmir, He also went t o Budarwah and 
Ladakh for propagating the Ahl-i-Hedith t ene t s • I t 
was on h i s way t o Ladakh t h a t he met Haji Mohammad 
Shehded, the prcMnlnent shawl t r ade r of Kashmir, who 
afterwards became h i s follower. 
With the passage of time the Ahl-i-Hadlth were 
able to construct new rtK>sques of their own in some 
2 
parts of the city • Among these may be mentioned 
Geger mosque at Zaina Kadal, Jema Bezar mosque at 
3 
Bohri Kadal, Qazl mosque at Kerfall mohalla • 
Moulvi Ghulam Nabi Mubaraki's association 
with the movement from 1920 onwwds proved to be of 
grerter significance. He knew Persian, Urdu end 
Kashmiri very well end wes also a prolific writer. 
!• Mohammed Ayxib Baytab, Neer Poshi pp 13-14, 
Moulvi Anwar Shah, Telim-1-Sunnety pp 5-6, 
2, Muslim, Janeed-ul-Awel, 1360,H, p, 4, 
3, Moulvi Ghulam Nebl r^ luberaki, TehQeek-i-Wecrt-i-
Juma, 1935f p, 4, 
4, Moulvi Ghulam Nebi Mubaraki, Moezet-ul-Fatiha, 
pp, 5-7, 
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He became t h e Imam of Jeraa Bazar Mosque soon a f t e r 
t h e demise of I t s Lnam. He was a b l e t o a t t r a c t 
c o n s i d e r a b l e niirtber of peop le on account of h i s v a s t 
l e a r n i n g end o r a t o r y • Bes ides , he wrote aga ins t t h e 
Shias» J^hmadiyaSr Arya Samaj i s t s and C h r i s t i a n 
2 
missionaries • 
The Mullahs and Muftis, of Kashmir on the 
other hand, could not give up their old claims of 
3 
calling Ahl-i-Hadith as "Wahebis" . rhe imperial 
power w?s also against the movement* Special orders 
were issued ty British Indie that such movements 
should not in any way spread end government should 
4 
keep strict vigilance • 
The Christian misslonrrles v^o had already 
entered Kashmir tried to win country for the chrlst • 
The Ahl-i-Hedlth Moulvls especially Mubaraki wrote 
extensively against the missionary activities end 
U Ibid; 
2 . I b i d ; p . 7/ F e i s e l a h Aa'smanii 1932; p , 3-6 
3 , Moulvi Anwar Shah, Basherat-ul~MumineentPP* 10,20, 
23f Mohanmed I shac Knan, H i s t o r y of Srineaar»p«108« 
4 . Muslim, 2 A p r i l , 1360.H, p . 18 , 
5 , Mohammad Ishaq Khan, H i s to ry of S r inaga r i p . 124, 
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considered their cleims egeinst Islam as fabrication 
and highly objectionable • The Christian missionaries 
believed thc5t''lslam permits one to wage a war against 
2 
non-muslims* • l-toulvi Mubaraki criticised the 
missionaries through his speeches pnd writings. 
3 
Besides, Arya Samajists# too, came under h i s c r i t i c i sm , 
In 1921, the Ahl-i-Hsdlth were forc ibly driven 
out of the Aali Masjid on the day of I d ' u l Z\jha« Their 
presence in the mosque on such an occasion was not 
l iked by the Hanefis and they alleged t h a t the Ahl>i-
4 
Hadith had deliberately come to create confusion • 
Some of the Ahl-i-Hadith were imprisoned end others 
5 
ruthlessly beaten by police • 
!• Moulvi Ghulam Nrbi Muberekl, Moezat-ul-Fatiha, 
p» 7r Muslim Jameed-ul~Awal# 1360* H. p, 6. 
2. Muslim, Jafneed->ul-Awal, 1360. H> p, 6, 
3. Moulvi Ghulam Nabi Mubereki, Moezat-ul-Fatihe, 
p« 7; Muslim. 




rhe Ahl-1-Hrdi th i n t h e t w e n t i e s of t h i s 
cen tu ry founded Anjiamen-i-Ahl-i-Hedith , %Aiose 
founding members were Hej i rtohammed Shehdad^ Ghulem 
Nebl Muberskl, Abdul Aziz CJilkan, Ghulam Shah Naqeeb 
2 
and few others • While Heji Mohemmad Shahded was 
made the first President of the Anjuman, Mubarakl 
was made its Secretary • It is true that the 
Influence of the Anjiiman was limited to a few families 
in Kashmir, yet by attacking the social evils* which 
like a canker, were eating into the vitals of the 
Muslim society, the Anjuman did play an important 
4 
role in reforming the Muslim society • 
!• The census of 1921 (Part I, p. 64) points to 
the existence of the Anjuman in Srineger even 
before 1920, Mohaironed Ishaq Khan on the basis 
of his conversation with Moulvi Ghulam Nebi 
Mubereki mentions in his work (History of 
Srineqery p. 107 F.N.)that Anjuman was founded 
in about 1925. But official records of the Ahl-1-
Hadith organizations pointfldthat Anjianan-i-Ahl-i-
Hadith came Into being in 1923, See Alkulvat-i" 
Selafiva , Jamiyat-i-Ahl-i-Hedlth; p. 11. 
2. Mohaiwnad Ishaq Khan, History of Srinaqer? p. 108; 
See also General Report, Jeroiyat-'i-Ahl«.i»H8dith 
Jaronu-We-Kashmir? p. 5 
3 . Ha j i Mohammad Shahded, F a t a h - i - A h l - i - H a d i t h . 
pp 1-2. 
4« Mohammad Ishaq Khan, P e r s p e c t i v e s on Kashmir^ 
p . 140. 
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As has already been pointed out t h a t the 
leaders of the Anjumen had come in to close contact 
with Ahl-1-Hedith leaders of Punjab l i k e Sona-ulleh 
Amritseri end Ibrahim Siyalkot i • Besides them, 
many other Ahl-i-Hadith leaders of the Pxinjab came 
t o Kashmir at a number of times end f inanc ia l ly 
2 
a s s i s t ed the Ahl-i-Hedith movanent of Kashmir • 
The estc?blishment of the AnJximen-i-Ahl-l-Hedith 
was, however not l iked by the Mullahs and Muftis of 
3 
Srinagar • They issued a fatwa against the organize^ 
tion, "debarring its members from attending the 
mosques" The Ahl-i-Hadith now filed a case against 
the decision of the Mullahs and Muftis, The Mir Waiz 
5 
of Jamia Mosque remained neu t ra l • 
1, Ghxilem Nebi Mxibaraki, Jammu-We-Keshmir-'Ahl-i-Hadith 
Konferencei p , 3 , See also Mohemmad Isheq Khan, 
Perspect ives on Kashmiri p , 139, 
2, Ib id ; 
3 , General Report, Jamiyat-i-Ahl-i-Hadith? p . 5 
4 , Mohammed Ishaq Khan^ History of Srinaoeri p . 108, 
5, Mir Waiz Ahmad-ullah, Ahl^i-Hedith Kai N i sbe t .PP . 1-3 
Ghulem Hasan Khan in h i s work e n t i t l e d 
"Freedom Movement in Kashmir" (p . 70) wrongly 
mentions t h a t case was f i l ed against Mir Waiz. 
There i s hardly any evidence t o subs tan t ia te t h i s 
statement. But, on the other hand, there are 
number of references which show t h a t the case wes 
f i l e d against Qawammuddin and o ther Mullehs. See 
Haji Mohanmad Shahdad, Fatah-i»Ahl<-i-Hadith^p.3t 
a lso Ghulam Nabi Mubaraki, Faisalah»ahl»i~Hadith« 
pp . 4 -5 . 
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The names of both p l a i n t i f f s and r e sponden t s a r e 
given belowf-
P l a l n t l f f s Respondents 
1* Abdul Al l z Cihllcan 
S/0 Abdul Sanad 
R/0 Naalbandpora 
2 . Mohammed Hej l 
S/0 Abdul Rehman 
R/0 Kala l Dawal 
3* Mohammed Remzan 
S/0 Mohemnad Azlm 
R/0 Bulbul Lenkar, 
1 , I toulvi Qawsnmuddin 
S/0 Sher l f -ud-Dln 
2 , She r l f -ud-Din 
S/0 Azlz-ud-Dln 
3 , Moulvi Ama'ara-Ullah 
S/0 Noor-ud-Din 
4 , Mohammad Yusuf 
3/0 Sadr-ud-Din 
R/Q Wazapora 
5 , Zia-ud-Dln 
S/0 Bedr-ud-Dln 
6 , Mohl-ud-Din Shah 
S/0 Ahed Shah 
R/0 Fateh Kadal, 
7 , GJiulern Mohl-ud-Din 
R/0 Jerala Mosque, 
8 , Sedr-ud-Dln 
R/0 J a n l e Mosque 
9 , Noor-ud-Dln 
R/0 Jcunla Mosque 
10, Hasan Shah Koewoose* 
S/0 Heblb Shah 
IV'O Rang a Haman^ Nov^at ta 
1 1 , Abdullah Mahajan 
S/0 Bahar Shah 
R/0 Ranger Mohalla 
N o \ ^ a t t a , 
12, Neba Joo 
S/0 Hldu Joo 
R/0 Paandaan, 
13 , Maaraa Mettoo, 




14. Ahad Shah, 
S/0 Oaerl Mahada Shah 
R/0 Malchl Mir near 
Aall Kadal. 
15 . Maama Shah 
S/0 Camr-ud-Dln 
IV'O S u m l a Mohella 
Kawadara* 
16* Walz Ahmad, 
S/0 K h a l l l 
V O Malchi Mir 
17• Mehda Shah 
S/0 Shams-ud-Din, 
The p l a i n t i f f s ca se mainly was based on t h e 
fo l lowing g roundss -
1, That they should be allowed t o o f f e r p r a y e r s 
i n t h e Id ' geh mosque with t h e r e s t of t h e Siinni 
Musalmans. 
2 , That they should be allowed t o say Amin loudly 
and t h a t t h e Hanaf i s should not o b j e c t t o t h e i r 
a c t of Rafi-Yedein i n t h i r mosques . 
Af t e r t h e pro longed d i s c u s s i o n s t h e cour t gave 
2 
i t s v e r d i c t in favour of Ah l - i -Hed i th , The cou r t 
1 . Ha j i I^ohpmmed Shehdad, Fetah«. i -Ahl- i -Hedi th» 
p p . 3-4j Ghulem Npbi Mubereki Fa i sa l sh^Ahl ' - i -
Hadithy pp 5 -6 . 
2 . Haj i Mohammad Shahdad, F a t a h - i - A h l - i - H a d i t h t 
pp 23-24; Mohammad Isheq Khan, H i s to ry o f ' ^ r i n a q a r * 
p . 108. 
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decided t h a t Ahl-i-Hedlth should not be debarred 
from offer ing prayers in the mosques of the Hanefis • 
They were also allowed t o offer prayers according t o 
2 
their own beliefs • 
The leaders of the Ahl-i-Hedith movement were 
now able to preach courageously ageinst the 'Pirs* 
3 
and the shrines • The Zaldager mosque became a strong 
hold of the Ahl-i-Hadith under Moulvi Anwar Shah, 
who was daiintless in his criticism against the *Pirs* 
end superstitious practices of their followers • 
His open criticism against 'Pirs* brought him into 
conflict with a large number of Muslims end a lot of 
5 
propaganda was carried on against him • He was also 
denounced as 'Kufi', Nejdi and some other bed names 
g 
were given to him. 
1. Hajl r4oharamad Shah, Fetah-»i-Ahl~i~Hgdith> p . 24; 
Ghulem Nabi Mubareki, Fei3eleh»Ahl~i~Hedith» 
pp 15-16. 
2. Ib id ; 
3. Mohammed Ishaq Khan, Hjstory of Srinaqary p. 108. 
4. Ibid; 
5. Ibid; 
6. Moulvi Anwar Shah, Basharet-ul-Mumineen* pp 6, 10, 
20, 23, 24. 
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But the Ahl-1-Hadith movement continued to 
meke progress In spite of the opposition of th« 
Mullahs. The movement owed Its success mainly to 
the efforts of Mubarakl %«ho organized It on a 
so\jnd«footlng • It was because of his ceaseless 
activity thet his services es a teacher In the Islerole 
school were terminated by the Anjximan-l-Nusret-ixl-
2 
Islam • It may be noted here that the latter 
organization was the strong hold of the Mullahs. 
The death of Anwar Shah and Moulvl Hasan Shah 
In the year 1940 was the greatest blow to the 
3 
mov^nent • Moulvl Abdul Genl Shoplanl was declared 
the rightful heir to the mosque of Zaldegar after 
his father's death. He had already sttidled at Punjab 
from the eminent Ahl-1-Hedlth leaders viz Uba'ldullah 
Slyalkotl, Abdul Mlnen Vfazlrebadl and Abdul Aziz 
4 
Rahlmabadl . Like h i s fa ther he made shrines respons ib le 
1, Ghulam Npbl Mubarakl« Moezat-ul-Fatlhey p . 7 , 
2t Muslim, Moherrem, 1360, H; pp 18-20. 
3 . Muslim, Jameed-ul-Awal, 1360. H. p . 4 | Shaban^ 
1359, Hj p . 2 | Mohammad Ayub Baytab, op. cltV p . 15. 
4 . Abdul Aziz bin Beaz, Bldat Resooro Sal I l t ineab* 
p . 44> Mohammed Abdullah Taerl* Int loa l - i -Pumia*al 
pp. 17-18, see a l s o Mohammad Ay\ib Bayteb, Neer-
poshy pp 30-31 . 
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for the i l l s vdilch hed c r ^ t Into the Muslim 
s o c i e t y , end c r i t i c i s e d the TeoallJ^d-l'-Shekshi 
which, according t o him, was not permitted by the 
Sharlat^ He qxioted Sher lat In support of h i s 
argument that T ^ a l l l d - l - ^ e l c s h l was bound t o lower 
2 
dignity of man end as such led to his servitude • 
Moulvl Abdul Ganl visited a number of places 
In the valley with the Intention of propagentlng the 
3 
Ideas of his father • 
The role played by Abdul Kablr Deva In the 
propagation of the Ahl-1-Hadlth doctrines was of no 
less significance. Because of his earnest efforts 
the movement spread In many villages of the Anantneg 
4 
District, But in 1940, a conflict took place between 
Ahl-1-Hedith end Hanafis owing to e difference of 
opinion on some minor points. The mosque of Islamabad 
was snatched away from the Ahl-1-Hedith after the 
1. Moulvl Abdul Ganl, Ratbul Janli p. 65 
2 . Ibldi 
3 . Abdul Aziz bin Baaz, op. c l t ; p . 4 4 | Mohsnmad 
Ayub Beytab, pp. c l t ; p . 44 . 
4 . Muslim, Nov, 16, 1946| pp. 9 - 1 1 , 
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coxurt had given Its decision in favour of Henefis , 
Afterwards, the Ahl-i-Hadith constructed a s^^arate 
mosque for themselves. 
The Ahl-1-Hadith movement would have registered 
good progress during the period under review, but 
for some internal differences which arose on certain 
2 
i s s u e s among the leaders of the movement themselves • 
Thus in 1940, the Ahl- i-Hadith formed two separate 
grov^js v i z Bazan-i-Ta\ahid* and An 1 xaman-i-Gurbe-i-Ahl* 
3 i -Hadith • Moulvi Mxiberaki became the f i r s t President 
4 
of Bezan-i-Tauhid and continued t o d i r e c t t h i s 
organizat ion t i l l h i s death in 1979, The Bagaro-i-Teuhid^ 
and An 1xjman-i-Gurba»i-Ahl-i-Hedith have alweys been 
5 
at daggers drawn with each other • I t i s important t o 
1 . Mxislim, October 2, 1942; pp. 7 - 9 ; Nov., 1942; p . 7 . 
2. Muslim Ziqad, 1359, H, p . 13, 
3 . Muslim Janeed-ul-Saani, 1359,H, p , 2; a l so 2 May, 
1943; p . 7 . 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g t o mention that the fo l lowers 
of An1uraen-i-Gurba-i-Ahl-i-Hadith were (and are 
s t i l l ) dxjbbed as "Zeldagris" for t h e i r s t y l e of 
prayer. See Chihal-i-Hedith* 1389.H,; p . 6 
4 . Muslim, Jsmeed-u.Saani, 1359,H, p , 2 . 
5 . Moulvi Abdul Gani, Tesdeek-i-Waqt-i-Juma; p p . 2 - 3 . 
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note here t h e t v ^ i l e the An 1 umen-l'-Guit>a.»i-Ahl»l-» 
Hedlth kept i t s I n d i v i d u a l i t y , the Bazaai»l-Tauhid 
had t o make some compromises in view of the l o c a l 
condi t ions • Thus Moulvl Mubarakl was not against 
the r e c i t a l of Naat i n t h e mosques* This esqplains 
v^y he was able t o a t t r a c t a large number of people 
2 t o h i s f o ld • A good ntimber of the fo l lowers of the 
raoveonent in due course of time foxmded a new organiza-
t i o n which came t o be known as Jamlva^-Ahl-i-Hedith* 
At present i t i s working xinder the chairmanship of 
Moulvl Ntir-ud-Dln of Gow-Kedel mosQue* 
1, Muslim, Zlqad, 1359, H. p . 13, 
2« Ghulero Nebl Mubarakl, Mpezat-ul-Fetahi t 
pp. 6 -8 , 
C H /i F T E R — IV 
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Ahl-i-Hedith (the followers of the Prophetic 
tredition) are Sunnia, They confine themselves to the 
text of the Qxiren and the Hedith , and rely on the 
individual Judg«nent upon them. They lay much eiphasis 
on the right to interpret the Imuran themselves and 
believe that followers of the greet imam Abu Hanifa 
have renunciated this right. So they endeavour to put 
2 this right into practice , Besides the Quran end the 
Hedith, they also base their religious thought on the 
two sources of law, sanctioned in Hedith i.e* qiyas 
(anology) and ijroa (consensus) • Any i s s u e whic^ was not 
e a q j l i c i t l y d i s cus sed i n t h e Quran end Hed i th , could be 
! • Moulene Abdul Salem Bastawi, Ghair -Muoal l id Aur 
Ahl'-i-Hedithy p . 3 ; Moulene Anwar Shah^ l / s u l - i -
Hadithy p . 2> piwan-i~Anweri t pp 29-30• 
2 . Muslim October 2, 1941; D e c , 1941; p . 11 
Nov., 1943 | p . 1 1 . 
3 . Ghulam Nebi Muberekii TehQeelc»i~Waqt-i-Jurae# 
p . 4j Meulene Sone Ullah Amr i t s e r i , Ahl - i -Had i th 
Ka-Mazhabi p . 57-59 . 
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settled by way of consensus • But, If the consensus 
was not acceptable to some, the Issue could be settled 
2 by way of H t l h e d « As an example of i j t l h a d , Moulana 
Sona-Ulleh Ararltsarl analyzed the Quranic verse,"You 
may continue to eat during the nights of festing until 
the first rays of the siin". By the exercise of reasoning, 
he argued that there would be no harm to one's fast if 
one were still reclining in bed after sexual relations 
at dawn. For if eating end drinking end sexual relations 
were legitimate at night, and one could eat until dawn" 
then one could remain in bed tintil dawiiand only then 
arise to bathe, Sona-Ulleh praised this kind of reasoning 
as a means of elucidating an obscure point while yet 
remaining faithful to the text • 
!• Iltihed is an individual reasoning or enquiry 
on the part of Mujtehid on a point not given in 
traditions. It is a process of arriving at logical 
conclusions on certain vague issues through 
deductions on questions of law end theology* rhe 
person doing this deductive thinking is known as 
Mujtehid Cone who is well versed in jurisprudenc«)« 
2, Moulana Sona-Ulleh Amritsari, Ahl-i-Hadith-Ke-
Meahabt pp 57, 62, 
3. Barbara Daly Metcalf, Islamic Revival in British 
Indiey p, 271. 
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There waw a lot of controversy between Mir 
Walz Yusuf Shah end the Ahl-i-Hjidlth over the typical 
Issue whether the meaning of Khutba would be escplalned 
In Arabic or any other regional language • The former 
began to curse those who translated It In Kashmiri 
language and believed there was hardly any reference 
In the traditions about It^, The Ahl-1-Hadlth while 
exercising reason on this issue^ were sure that the 
meaning of Khutba might be explained in a language 
e<xtpr^enslble to all, and not in a language whl^ 
could not be xinderstood by the masses • The Ahl-l-HsAlth, 
also believed that there was a consensus of the whole 
4 
conwnxinity on t h i s issue • 
The Ahl-1-Hadith do not follow esqjlicity the 
doctrines of any one of the sdiools of Sxmnl sect . 
This i s the reason they are cal led Qielr-Muaallld 
1. Muslim, Shaban, 1359. H,; p . 11. 
2 . Muslim Remazan, 1359 H,, p , 11, Shawel, 1359 H, 
p . 11 . 
3 . Muslim, Shewal, 1359.H, p . 11, 
4 . Muslim, Zlqad, 1359, H. p , 18> Muharram, 1360 H,, 
pp 9 - 1 0 . Safer, 1360 H. pp; 5 -7 . 
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•Won- conformists " by the people vdio fo l low one 
of the schools of I s l ^ n l c Jxirlsprudence i . e . Hanafis. 
This j t ir i sprudent ie l p o s i t i o n of Henaf i s dxxbbed A h l - i -
Hadith es "Ahl-i-hewwa", "Wahebis" and "Najdis"^ for 
t h e i r d i s t i n c t i v e p o s i t i o n from the r e s t of the Sunni 
3 
Musalamans • The Henafis taught general adherence not 
t o the law schools , but t o Henefiye school alone , 
whereas, the Ahl-i-Hedith f avotxred the use of the 
4 
Qxiran and Hadith • So it is absolutely incorrect to 
cell th«n "Wahabis" because Mohammad Ibn Abdul Waheb 
5 
himself was a Muqallid *• conformist" of Hanbalite law • 
1 . Abdul Salam Bastewi, Ghair Muqallid Aur Ahl-i-Jiadith« 
pp. 3 -4 ; Moulana Sona-ullah Amritsari, op, c i t i 
pp. 58-61; Haji Mohammed Shahdad, F a t ^ - i - A h l - i -
Hedlth; p . 18. 
2 . Mir Weiz Ahmad-ulleh, Ahl-i-Hadith Kai Nlsbat. 
p . 3 , 4 , 6 , 7 . 
3 . Moulvi Anwar Shah, Besharat-ul-Mumineeni pp. ? -20 | 
Moulvi Abdul Geni, Retbul Jani; pp 5 , 9 , 1 1 , 1 9 , 2 7 | 
Mir Waiz Ahmad-ullah, Ahl-i-Hedith Kai Nisbat. 
pp. 3 -7; Haji McAiammed Shahdad, Fetah- i -Ahl - i -Hedi th . 
p . 18; filuslim, Zigad, 1359.H; p . 24. 
1». Mir Waiz Ahmad-ullah, Ahl-i-Hadith Kai Nisbat; 
pp. 2 - 3 . 
1 . Moulvi Anwar Shah, Guldasta Anwari; p . 11; 
Diwan-i-Anwari; pp 29-30; Usul- i -Hadith i p . 3 . 
6 . J u l i u s Germanus, Modem Movemoits in Islemi p . 9 . 
Mohammed Itm Abdul Wahab, Kitab-ul-Tauhid; p . 
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The Ahl-1-Hedith movement et the very outset 
raised its voice egelnst the customs deep-rooted in 
the Muslim society • This WFS not liked by the l-lullehs 
and Muftis because of the feet thet the movement itself 
was detrimental to their vested interests. Their main 
purpose seems to have been to k e ^ the illiterate 
masses in derkness end ignorance about Tauhid# and 
thereby extract*? fair emotint of money from than by 
fraudulent means. The Ahl-i-Hedith on the other hand, 
laid much emphasis on the doctrine of Tauhid "raonotheism"-
2 
the unity of Godhead • According to them, the bulk of 
Muslims are not monotheists in the real sence since 
they endeavour to win God's favour by invoking the 
help of the saints. So their practices ressnble those 
of the Meecan 'Mushrikin*, as recorded in the Curan • 
1» Hasan Shah, Terikh-i-Hssan^ I; p. 442> 
Mohammad Ishaq Khan, Hjstorv of Srinaqg^ ri p«107| 
iMoulvi Anwar Shah, Basharat-uloMumineent pp 36,37* 
2* Moulvi Anwar Shah, Usul-i-Hsdith? p, 2| 
Guldasta AnwqrJy pp 3,9| Diwan-i-Anwerij pp 29-
30; Mehir-ul-Cedri, Bidat-Ki-Paichan» pp 12-13« 
3. Moulvi Abdul Geni, Tuf at-ul-Hiiazt p. 33, 
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Sayyld Huseln Sheh Batku stxtsngly relsed his 
voice egeinst the emit of t«nbs of the seinta , end 
regarded those es Kefirs who rem^nbered them in times 
2 
of trouble • All such objects of worship were false. 
Even the worship of the grpve of the Prophet at 
Medina Is looked with disfavour. It was on this eccount 
3 
that the Mullehs described him es e foe of the saints • 
The Ahl-l-Hadlth did not believe In the spiritual 
powers of the saints, though they showed greet respect 
for saints like ShelWi Abdul Qedlr Jeeleni (1078-
1166 A.D.) and Mir Seyyld All Hemedenl (1314-1385 A.D.) 
«Aiom they regarded es the true followers of the 
4 
Prophetic tradit ions • They do not v i s i t the tombs 
nor do they seek the help of the saints In times of 
5 trouble • They to ta l ly rejected the practice of Wasalet 
1. Moulvl Hasan Shah Tarikh-l-Hasam I> p . 442? 
Mohammed Isheq Khan, History of Srlnaqer? p . 107 
Moulvl Anwar Shah, Besharet-ul-Mumlneeny pp 36-38 
2 . Moulvl Anwer Shah, Besheret-ul-M\imlneen> p , 15 
3 . Ibid; Muslim, Rebl 'ul Awel, 1359.H» p . 10. 
4 . Hajl Mohammed Shehdad, Fateh- l -Ahl - l -Hedi th i p . l i t 
Moulvl Abdul Ganl, Tuhf >t-ul-Hl1aa> pp 26-27> 
Moulvl Ghulem Nabl Mubarakl, Mviqeem-l-Tasawuf >ppl6-n 
5 . ftoulvl Abdul Ganl, Tuhf e t - u l - H l j az» p . 27. 
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"raedletion" on some one*s behalf . They believed 
thet Wesalet was permissible only by two ways— one 
2 
to worship God directly end other to act upon Hadith , 
This form of prayer was considered to be the highest 
stage of Wasalet and the only way to come nearer to 
God^, 
The Ahl-i-Hedlth also believed in the theory 
°f Shafa*at "intercession*. According to them, it 
could be done only by such persons as were immune 
4 
from any kind of ShirM No dead person could do 
Shafe'at. But like the Hanefis, they firmly believed 
thet Prophet Mohammad woxild be the real intercessor 
on the day of judgement • 
The Ahl-i-Hsdith considered the Zivarat^i-Qabur 
"visit to the graveyards* as Sunnat (permitted by 
Shariat), because only then could one xinderstand the 
!• Moulvl Abdul Gani, Ratbul Janit pp 59-60; 
Tuhfet-ul-Hl1aai p. 33. 
2. Moulvl Abdul Geni, T\jhf et-ulHHaz> pp 32-33. 
3. Moulvl Abdul Gani, Ratbul Janit pp 59-60. 
4. IbidJ 
5. Moulvl Anwar Shah, Besharat-ul-Mumineeny pp 59-60. 
Moulvl Abdul Gani, Ratbul Janii pp 59-60> 
Abdul Aziz bin Ba'az, Bidat-Wa-Rasocam-Sai-11 t i n ^ r 
p . 11 . 
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reel meenlng of life • To make the point clear they 
quoted Hedltht-
However, It Is Important to note that although 
the Ahl-1-Hadlth did not forbade the practice of visiting 
graveyards, in actual practice they do not se«n to 
look at it with favoiir. 
The plantation of flowers in the graveyards 
2 
was regarded as a Jewish tradition • 
The extravagant ceremonies connected with the 
death of a r^ uslman were also criticised by the Ahl-i-
H€»dlth, Such ceremonies were considered to be unislamic 
end similar to those as observed by the Kashmiri 
1, Moulvi Anwar Shah, Teliro-i-Stinnst« II; p, 37 
Mahlr-ul-Qadlr, Bidat-ki-'Paihchan> p. 63 
Moulvi Abdul Gani, Ratbul Janly p. 27; 
Moulvi Ghulam Nabl Mubarakl, Tazkiray pp 41-42 
2* Moulvi Anwar Shah, Diwen-i-Anwari» p. 14; 
Abdul Aziz Asre* ar-i-Kashmir;; p. 75 
7s 
Pendits • The only difference ley in the fact 
thPt v*ierees, the dead-body of the Muslim wes buried, 
thet of a Hindu was cremated • The bereaved's visit 
to the graveyard with e r-lulleh on some special 
3 
occasions was df scribed as a polytheistic practice % 
4 
Juma caia'e , a unique custom still observed in 
Kashmir, was vehemently criticised by the Ahl-i-Hedith 
leaders especially Moulvi Anwar Shah , They also 
disapproved the practice of keeping food for birds 
on the graves. The ccMnmon practice of fixing a 
furnished stone on the grave wes also looked with 
1. Moulvi Nur-ud-Din, Mas-fidoo Mei Shor-qul Kyooni 
p. 30. 
2. Ibidy 
3 . Ib id ; P i r Mohammad Yahye, Redi I3idetj p . 18. 
4 . Juma Che'e ( l igh t refreshment) I s served t o 
those who offer Fgt ihe co l l ec t ive ly a t the 
graveyard on the f i r s t and second Friday following 
the death of a Muslim. I t i s general ly believed 
tha t peace i s granted t o the departed soul through 
t h i s p r a c t i c e . 
5 . Moulvi, Anwar Shah, Talim-i-Simnat, XI| 
pp. 36-47. 
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disgust• The prectice of holding of special meetingd# 
1 
like (Khatam-i-Shsriff) was also criticised by the 
Ahl-i-Hadith^, 
3 
Moulvi Anwar Shah made T8aallid-i-'Shalcshi« 
4 
encouraged by the Mullahs as the target of his criticism* 
This wes not liked by the Mullahs and Muftis who 
regarded themselves as the only guides of the Kashmiri 
Muslim religious behevio^lr• The people were so mudi 
ignorant that they accepted the decrees of the Mullahs 
as first and final. The Ahl-i-Hedith also raised their 
5 
voice against Taqellid-i-Parasti since the Kashmiris 
were mostly the followers of the Henefi school of thought* 
1, It is usually organized by the bereaved families 
for the benefit of the departed soul. On this 
occasion, ^%llahs are called who recite the verses 
of the Qurpn and also prayers of saints and, in 
return, are treated with not only sumptuous dinner 
but also receive a good amoiuit of money for their 
services. 
2, Moulvi Anwar Shah, Diwan-i-Anweri> p* 14? 
Talim-i-Sunnat. Uj p, 36->47T Ba8herat-.ul»Mumineen 
p. 38f Pir Mohammed Yehya, Radi Bidett p* 8; 
Muslim, Sept* 2, 1943; p. 10, 
3, It indicates that each I^slim should follow a 
single alim|» trusting him completely as his true 
guide in matters of Islamic law, Moulvi Anwar Shah 
opposed it and believed that this led to the 
individuals mental servitude, 
4, Mohammad Aytjb Bayteb, Neerposhy pp 17-19, 
5, It means the acceptance of one of the schools of 
thought, 
6, Mir Waiz Ahmad-Ullah, Ahl-i-Hadith-Kei-Nisbaty 
pp, 2-3, 
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I t must be pointed out here \*henever ther« 
erose any controversy between the two r i v a l grovqps 
of Ahl-i-Hpdith end Henefis on certa in r e l i g i o u s 
i s s u e s , the former of ten quoted the c i t a t i o n s of 
the Hadith whereas, the l e t t e r mostly r e l i e d on Fiqh • 
For exsirple, on the quest ion of o f fer ing Taratvih 
during Ramazan, the Ahl- i -Hedith s t r i c t l y r e l i e d on 
Hadith whereas, the Henafis confined themselves t o 
Fic^^. 
The "Shain^ellah* (seeking the gree t s a i n t ' s 
3 
help) or giyarhwin of SheiWi Abdul Qedir Jee lan i 
was highly c r i t i c i s e d by the Ahl-i-Hpdith Moulvis in 
4 
t h e i r speeches and w r i t i n g s . Rathul Jani mentions 
that i t i s not proper from the i s l emic po int of view 
1, Heji Mohammed Shahdad, Feteh- i -Ahl- i -Hadithi 
pp. 8, 101 Mir Weiz Ahmad-UlJeh. Ahl-j-Hadith-Kai 
Nisbatj p . 3 , 4 , 6 , 
2 , Muslim AT r i l 16, 1942; p . 3 . 
3 , Ihe f e s t i v a l he ld in commemoration of the death 
of Shaikh Abdul Oadir J e e l a n i . 
4 , ^toulvi Anwar Shah, Basherat-ul-Mxanineent pp 14-15, 
See a l s o Heji Mc^ emmad Shahdad Fetah-i-Ah 1 - i -
Hadlth, p . 11 . 
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to recite "Shain'allah" since the seint does not 
heve power to listen to and to fulfil one's needs 
and necessities • Qazi Sona-\illeh Penipati regarded 
Budn reciters as Kafirs. As he remarked, "SheiW* 
Abdul Qadir Jeelani end Shaikh Shams-ud-Din Penipati 
ere dead end to recite "Shain'alleh" over them is 
2 
futile • There seems to have been no much similarity 
in the ideology of the two chief Mullahs of Srinagar 
viz, Mir Waiz of Jamia Mosque aid Mir Waiz of Hsmadani 
Mosque. Mir Waiz Yusuf Shah did not hold unanimous 
views with the Mir Waiz of Hemedeni Mosque on this 
4 
issue • 
1. Moulvi Abdul Geni, Eetbul Jani« pp. 59-60 
2. Qazi sona-ullah Panipat, Irshed Te'albainy p.64 
cite* by Abdul Geni, Ratbul Janiy p. 60 
3. Mir Waiz Yusuf Shah was very much severe in 
his criticism against its recitation and often 
used derogptoiry language ageinst Babzadas 
(custodians of the shrines) under whose guidance 
such practices became common among the ignorant 
masses. He also declared it as an innovation. 
See Muslim, Jameed-ul-Saani, 1359. H.y p. 19. 
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In 1317 h l j r e , a conf l i c t erose between 
the two re l ig ious chiefs of Srlnegsr over the 
( uestlon of the Seheblvet of Mamur-1-Habshl , In 
whidi Ahl-1-FIedith, though numerically ln-s lgnlf lcant« 
took thft s ide of Mir Welz of Jerals Mosque. Mir Walz 
Hamedenl wes of t he firm be l ie f ^ o u t t h e Sahablvet 
of Menmr-l-Hebshl, while Mir Walz Jcanle Mosque 
denied t h i s claim which. In turn , gave r i s e t o a 
2 good deal of t rouble in the c i t y of Srlnager • Mir 
Welz Hemedeni f i l ed a case against Mir Welz Jemla 
3 
Mosque, but i t was re jec ted • Since the Babzadas of 
the Meqdocan Sahibs shrine favoured Mir Walz Hamadanl, 
the court wes forced t o reconsider the Judgement. On 
Soth Ranezan, 1317 h l j r a a meeting was held a t Mlrza 
1« I t i s said tha t Mamur-i-Habshl was one amongst 
the companions of Prophet Moheimied and some Sufis 
believed t h a t he died seven hundred years af ter 
the demise of Prophet Mohammad. See Abdul Hasan 
Nur-ud-Dln, H5dlyet~ulAshab-Fi«.Rad~ul->Kezeb, 1317.H. 
pp. 3-4 . 
2, Mohi-ud-Dln Miskln, Tarikh-l-Kebir-i-Keshmlr^ 
f. 149. 
3 . Ib ld i 
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Mohi-ua-Din• s residence v/nere both t he r e l i g ious 
hef^ds f i na l l y agreed not t o r t t ech much irnportence 
t o the i ssue of Mamur-i-Hebshi • 
The Ahl-i-Hedlth did not keep s i l e n t on the 
issue of Memur-1-Hebshi, I'hey chrllonged the very 
2 
existence of :iemur-i-Hpbshi end believed t h e t c f te r 
the demise of the Pro} hot Mohenmcd, the only compenion 
who hcd e very long l i f e was Abu Tufe ' l Aamir, who 
WPS more tlirn hundred ye r r s old et the time of h i s 
deeth , 
But \i^iile coinc through r contemporary source, 
i t i s mentioned t h r t Seyyic IIcraur-i-Hebshi WcS a mystic 
who l ived r very long l i f e rnd wrs ol ive even et the 
4 
time of Mir Ali Hemedeni's prrivrl in Kcshmir . But 
he never clrimed himself to be e comfenion of the 
5 
Prophet • 
1. Ibid; f. 1505, 
2. Abdul Hes?n i^ ur^ ud-Din, Hediyct~ul-Asheb~Fl~Red-ul-
Kezeb; pp. 2, 3, 4. 
3. Ibid; p. 3. 
4. Noor-ud-Din J r f e r Brdekhshi, Khuleset-ul-Meneglbt 
ff. I3e, 1 4 P . 
5. Ib id ; 
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rhe celebrations of the mllad were criticised 
by Ahl-i-Hedith who believed thet there was herdly 
any reference to support, its celebration • According 
to th«tn, the Prophet Mohemmsd*s birthday was 
celebrated for the first time in the 7th century 
2 
hijra • The Ahl-l-HeOith were looked down upon for 
not taking pert in the celebrations. They had to 
suffer many a time at the hands of the precessionists 
who generally raised undignified slogans against the 
2a 
Ahl-i-Hedith , They had t o approach government for 
3 
the secur i ty of t h e i r l i f e and property • Some 
prominent Moulvis end Mioftis of Srineger issued a 
t r a c t Jus t i fy ing the ce lebra t ions of miled in conformity 
4 
with Shariat • 
!• Muslim Safer, 1360. H, p, 4. 
On such occasions a number of processions were 
held in which the herloc end spiritualistic deeds 
of Prophet Mohammad were extolled. Shops were closed 
v*iicih according to Ahl-i-Ha Ith was an innovation, 
not evidenced by Hedith, See Muslim Rabi*ul Awal, 
1359. H; pp 3-4. 
2. Muslim, Safar, 1360. H, p. 4, 
2e. Ibid; I^ usllm Rebl'ul Awal, 1359. H, pp 3-4. 
3. Ibid/ 
4. Anonymous, Tafri-ul-Qulub? pp 4-9, cited by 
Muslim, 14 July, 1941; p. 9» 
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Besides^ Mllad there were other celebrations 
viz Urs-i-Shah-i-Haneden, Urs-i-Batmalloo, Urs-i-
Chrar-i-Shariff, Urs-i-Makhdoom Sahib, Urs-i-Pir-i-
Dastgir, Urs-i-Naqshband Srhib and Urs-i-Hezratbal , 
2 
which became the target of criticism of Ahl-i-Hadith • 
The tying of a piece of string (daesh) on such , 
occasions to the inner entrance of the shrine for 
3 
several reasons was declared a p o l y t h e i s t i c p rac t i ce • 
Even the s tory connected with the Move«-i'»Shariff 
(holy h a i r of the Prophet Mohanmad) was described 
5 
as fabr ica t ion . The Ahl-i-Hedith believed t h a t t he 
story had been invented by the Mullahs t o deceive 
the ignorant masses • A Pamphlet was issued t o j u s t i f y 
7 
the holy r e l i c as authent ic • But t he Ahl-i-Hedith 
if Mohammad Ishaq Khan, History of Srinaoary p . 102 
2. Moulvi Anwar Shah, Talim-i-Sunnet, I I ; p . 36 
3 . Moulvi Nur-ud-Din, Meslidoo Mai-Shor<-qul? pp 31-32 j 
P i r ftoharaiTied Yahya#nRadi Bjdaty pp 8-9, 
This p r ac t i c e i s general ly observed by the Muslim 
women. See Mohammad Ishaq Khan, History of 3rinaqar« 
p . 107. 
4 . The holy r e l i c i s ex ib i t ed aa t he eve of the 
spec ia l occasions. See census, 1911| I | p . 14. 
Also Mohantnad Ishaq Khan, History of 3rinaqar» 
p . 103. 
5 . Moulvi ^ijdul Geni, Fatah-ul-Taweby p . 3 . 
6 . Ib id i p . 3-5. 
?• Moulvi Mohi-ud-Din, Z ivara t - i -Sher i f f > pp 8-9, 
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leaders especially, Moulvl Abdul Genl attempted 
to disapprove the claims of Moulvl Mohl-ud-Dln Gearl# 
from the view point of history • In order to counter 
the attack of the Ahl-1-Hedlth, Walz Ahmed-Ullah 
Jeml Issued a tract In which he tried to establish 
the authenticity ot the holy relic . 
The Ahl-l-Hedlth did not have any felth In the 
3 
spirituality of the sufls end their religious thought . 
They made sufls responsible for some of the new 
Innovetions In Isl^m like the prostration before 
ShaiWi, end believed that the question of Manur-1-
Habshl's Sahablyat was mainly the out come of the 
exB^gereted account given by the sufls regarding him*. 
They also rejected the sufl concept of Wahdet-\il~ 
Wliud which was opposed to the very concept of Tatahld^ . 
1, Moulvl Abdul Genl, Fetah»ul~Tewab> p . 
2 , Walz Ahmad-ulloh Jaml, Z l v a r a t - l - A a s a a r - l - N a b l ? 
p p . 4 - 6 , 
3 , Moulvl Ghulan ^jebl Mubarakl, Muaaam-l-Taswuft 
p p . 21-23; Mohammad Maqbool Wanl, Haqlqat -Aur-
Sufivaty pp 8 - ^ . 
4 , Abdul Hasan Nut-ud-Dln, Hadiva t -u l -Ashab-Fl -Rad-u l* 
Kezab? p . 3 , 4 . 
5 , Moulvl Ghulam bjebi Muberakl, Muqaem-l-Tasewuf i 
p p . 25-271 Mohanmad M^boo l Wanl^ op , d t ; p p . 8«9. 
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A suf 1 who cente to Kashmir from Karachi is 
said to have performed certain miracles. So innocent 
and ignorant were the people that they started 
worshipping him and considered him to their lord • 
Moulvi Muberaki highly criticised this behaviour of 
the Muslims end regarded such j ersons as Kafirs as 
2 followed him , As Moulsna Muberaki said thet the so 
celled sufls of the modem age had greetly harmed 
3 
islam than anyother particular sect • 
• During natural calamities such as earthquake* 
cholera and drought people used to go to Idgah v^ere 
congregational prayers were offered for the es^iation 
4 
of their sin • Processions were held in which emblems 
end holy relics were carried by the Muslims of Srinagar 
1. Ib id f pp 3 -4 . 
2 . I b i d j 
3 . Moulvi Ghulam Nabi Mxjbaraki, Muqaan-i-Tasewuf > 
p p . 35—36. 
4 . Mohammad Isheq Khan, H i s to ry of Sr inagar* p . 106 
For f u r t h e r d e t a i l s s e e Lawrence, The Va l l ey of 
Keshmiri pp 287-288, 
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1 2 
to Idgeh • This practice w^s knovm as Noufal • rhe 
Ahl-i-Hadith, too believed in this kind of prayer 
and proved it on the basis of the Hedith that whenever 
drought was imminent the Prophet would often offer 
3 
Namez-i»Istiqaniat . The Ahl-i-Hadith of Kashmir also 
proceeded t o Idgeh t o offer congregational prayers 
4 5 
on such occasions • They also held processions , But 
the Ahl-i-Hpdith did not ]:erform svich superstitious 
practices as the carrying of «nblems end holy relics 
of saints on such occasions. It was due to this fact 
that the Ahl-i-Hadith end the credulous believeasof 
the Mullahs often fought at Idgeh on such occasions , 
Thus in course of time, the Ahl-i-Hrdith were forced 
7 
to offer prryers in their own mosques • 
1, Ghulem Nebi Shah, Weleez^ut-Tawarikhi f, 69b 
2, Mohammad Ishaq Khan, History of Srinegary p, 106 
3, Sufi Ghulam Ji^ mad, Namaz-i-Muslimy pp 95-96 
4, Muslim, July, 1941; p. 3, 
5, Ibid; Muslim Jameed-ul-Sa'ani, 1941; p, 20. 
6, Muslim, July, 1941; p. 3. 
7, Ibidf 
8S 
The Ahl-i-Hedith did not bel ieve in the 
doctr ine of Hayet-i-Nrbi ( the Prophet being alive) 
end in touch with h i s followers . They bel ieved 
in h i s s p i r i t u a l exis tence Which according t o them, 
was proved by the very fcc t t he t the Quran end Hadith 
still continued to inspire the bulk of the followers 
2 
in the world • They criticised those who believed 
3 
in his physical existence in this world • For exen^le, 
a tract issued by Jtoulvi Qawaircnuddin to prove the 
physical existence of the Prophet became a sxibject 
of much controversy and interest in various religious 
4 
sections of the Muslim socie ty of Kashmir • The i ssue 
was ra i sed even in the court of law where Ahl-i-Hadith 
were declared as i n f i d e l s . Mir Waiz /ihmed-Ullah, 
though a follower of Abu Hanifa, suppor1:ed the claims 
of the Ahl-i-Hadlth on t h i s i s sue^ . The Ahl-i-Hadith 
1, Mohammed Ishaq Khan, History of Srinacar? p . 108 
2, Haji Moharmnad Shahded, Fatah-i-Ahl-i-Hadith? p . 10 
3 , Ibid? 
4, Moulvi Qawammuddin, Hayet-i-Nebi; pp 4 -5 . One more 
t r a c t e n t i t l e d , Hayat-i-Nabi was issued by ftoulvi 
Nur-ud-Din Qaeri probably against the Ahl-i-Hedith 
who disowned the doct r ine of Hayet-i-Nabi, 
5, Haji Mohammad Shehdad, Fatah-i-Ahl-i-Hedith> p . 10 
6, Ib id ; 
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believed thet Prophet Mohammad Is deed and he will 
come out of his grave on the day of Judgonent • Phis 
eccorclng to than, is proved by the Quran and Hedlth, 
The Ahl-1-Hadith also emphasised that, there was even 
2 
a consensus of the whole commvinlty on this Issue • 
The Ahl-i-Hadith always stressed thet none but 
God possesses the knowledge of secret things (Ilm-ul-
Galb) • Even Prophet Mohammad did not know anything 
abo\2t certain Issues* But It was God alone "who revealed 
4 
His secret treasures to hlra"; To clarify the point 
the Ahl-l-Hadlth said thet although every Muslim 
believed In resurrection, but no body knows when It 
5 
will come « 
1. Abdul Aziz b in Beaz, Bidat-waoRasoom S e l - I i t l n a ' a b i 
p . 1 1 . 
2 . I b i d ; Moulvl Abdul Geni, Retbul Jenl» pp 42-43 , 
Moulvl Anwar Shah, Besharat-ul-Mtjmlneen? p . 44. 
See a l s o Muslim Zlq^d, 1359,H. p , 2 1 , 
3 . Moulvl Abdul Gsnl, Ra tbu l Janly pp 41 -43 ; see 
Sone-u l l ah A m r l t s a r l , Ahl-1-Hadlth-Ka-Mazhabi 
p p . 10^13, 15-17. 
4 . Muslim, ZlQpd, 1359.H. p . 2 1 , See a l s o S o n e - u l l d i 
A m r l t s e r l , Ahl-1-Hadlth-Ka-Mazhab> p . 15-16. 
5 . Moulvl Anwar Shah, Basharat-ul-Mumineenr p . 44 ; 
Moulvl Abdul Ganl, Re tbu l J e n l ; pp 4 1 - 4 3 ; 
For d e t a i l s see Sone-u l l ah A m r l t s a r l , Ahl-1-Hedl th-
Ke-Mazhaby pp 10-17. 
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The Ahl-1-Hedith end the large majority of the 
Mxislims of Kashmir led by their Mullahs were divided 
divided over some trivial issues ^ ertPining to preyers 
offered by the Muslims five times a day , The issues 
like Amin-i~Bilieh8r end Rgfi-Yedpin raised by Ahl-i-
2 
H?dith created e lot of controversy and conflict • 
Xoulvi r4ubareki wrote a book entitled Moezat-ul-Fatiha 
3 
in wnich he supported thft practice of "Khalfi'l Imam" 
The authoritative works in Hrdjth like Al Bukharia, fnd 
4 
Sahi .luslim were quoted by him in support of h i s argument. 
He considered even tSlemez incomplete without performing 
5 
such a p r e c t i c e • The Henafis on tne o ther hrnd, t r i e d t o 
1, Mir Weiz /Jimad Ulleh, Ahl»i-Hedith Kei Nisbat> pp 3-6; 
2, Haji Mohrmmrc Shehdrcl, Fatch-i-/hl-.i- .Hrdith? pp 4,13 
Sone-ullrh Tjuritseri, Ahl-i~Hadlth-.K&-|4ezheb^ pp 70,75 
Moulvi Ghulam Ncbi ixiberiki issued a t r a c t e n t i t l e d 
Zinpt-ul-Salwet in support of these two smell i s s u e s ; 
See 2inat-ul-3alwet> p . 65 
3 , I t ind ica tes t ha t the Muslims must also r e c i t e 
Sura t a t i h a simviltaneously with t h e i r Imam in 
congregational p raye r s . 
4, Moulvi Ghulam Nabi :'.ubara>i, r4oezat~ul-Fatiha; 
pp 29»31, 
5, Ib id ; p . 30. • 
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show th;?t .Moulvl Muberekl was wrong end t hey , t o o 
1 
quoted Hedlth to support their cleims • They described 
2 
the Ahl-i-Hc-dlth es Ahl-l~Hawwa. This controversy took 
e serious turn v;hen the Henefis shut the doors of their 
3 
mosques for the Ahl-i-Hedith. Thus the Ahl-i-Hedith, 
were forced to move the court of lew, Ohe court pessed 
4 
verdict in favour of -Wil-i-iladith , Amin Biljehar 
ves another issue which divided the two religioxos 
croups of the Muslims of Kashmir, 
A very lerge number of the Muslims of Kashmir 
continued to (ei;d still continue to) recite Denxd 
very loudly in their moscues, especially during the 
morning prayers. This practice was described es 
5 
un i s lemic by t h e Ah l - i -Had i th • Tiuslims a l s o s t i l l 
1, : i i r Welz Ahmed Ul leh , Ah l - i -Had i th -Ka i -Ni sbe t , 
PP 3 , 7 , 
2, Muslim, 
3 , Hajl Mohammad Shehded, F r t e h - i - A h l - i - H a d i t h y 
pp . 3 -4 , 
4 , I b id j pp 23-24; See a l s o Mohammed Ishec Khen 
H i s t o r y of SringQar? p , 108, 
5 , rkjulvl Mur-ud-Dln, Mesildoo Mai Shorqul Kyoony 
pp , 3-4? See a l so P i r Ttohammed Yehye, Radl-Bld'aty 
p , 8 . 
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continue to sing loudly in praise of the frophet 
of Islam between the Sunnet pnd Frraz prayers in the 
morning. A verse quoted below also became e subject 
of controversy among the Ahl-i-Hedith :-
In this verse morning breec-e is expected to 
awaken the Prophet of Islem frcxn sleep, The devotees 
ask the breeze for help, 
The Ahl-i-Hedith attacked the Muslims for 
2 
regarding the breeze as their intermediary • 
It is important to note here thet Ahl-i-Hedith 
movement would have gained strength, but for the 
intemel divisions which began to apierr among its 
prominent leaders, Chus Moulvi Anwar Shah of Zeldager 
raised a nev; issue when he began to preach that ^ ridey 
prefers should be offered between 11 a,m, and 12 noon , 
1, Ib id ; p . 8. 
2, Ibidi p , 9 , 
3 , Moulvi Ghulem Nrbi -Mubareki, rahqeek-i-Waat-i-
Juma? p , 5, 
This issue of Qabu* 1-Az-Zewal was p-robfbly 
ra i sed for the f i r s t time Trj the Islamic his tory 
of Kashmir. 
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But Moulvi Ghulem Nebl Mubarekl che l l enged t h e 
a s s e r t i o n of Moulvi Anwer sheh • r h l s schism in the 
Ahl - i -Hpdi th forced t hen t o seek t h e h e l p of t h e 
famoxas Ahl-i-Hadlith l e a d e r s of I n d i e . Moulcna Sona-
u l l e h Amr i t s e r i and Moulana Ibrahim S i y a l k o t l supported 
2 
t h e c la ims of i toulvi -"itabareki . But i n s p i t e of t h i s 
3 
Moulvi Anwar Sheh con t inued t o emphasise h i s p o i n t , 
Al l t h i s c r e a t e d f a c t i o n s w'nich u l t i m a t e l y r e s u l t e d 
i n t h e new groups among t h e A h l - i - H e d i t h , There were 
/tf>ttaamsn~i-Curba~i~AJil-i>Hadith Zeldeger , Bemza«-i-reuhid» 
end An1uman~i«-Ahl»i~Hadith. Not only t h i s , bu t t h e 
Ah l - i -Had i th l e a d e r s now be-^ ^ an t o q u a r r e l among 
themselves over some p e t t y I s s u e s , Tnus Moulvi Anwar 
Sheh d id no t spare even Moulvi Ghulam Nebi Mubarakl 
when t h e q u e s t i o n of add re s s ing .luslims l i k e "Chulam 
Nabi", "Ghulam Rasul" , "Ghulam MohaTmjad" came xxp f o r 
d i s c u s s i o n . Moulvi Mubaraki did not accept t h e claims 
1, I b i d ; p . 5-6, 9 - 1 1 . 
2, Ahl - i -Madl th , 17 R e b i u ' l Awal, 1351.H. p . 7 . 
3 , Moulvi Ghulam Nrbi Mubaraki, rahQeek-i-Waqt-i-Juma 
p p . 3 ,4 , See a l s o A.bdul Grni , Tasdeek-i-Wact-i-Juroa 
p p . 2 - 3 . 
4 , Moulvi Anwar Sheh, Halima? p . 37 , 
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of Itoulvi Anwar Sheh that it was linlslsinlc to 
eddress a Muslim es "Ghulam Nebi", "Ghulem Resul**, 
or "Ghulam Moharwnad" , He issued a tract entitled 
2 
"Ghulam N^bi* in sujport of his argument • All this 
cave e serious below to the cause of the Ahl-i-Hadith 
movement in Krshmir, 
It would not be out of piece to mention here 
that such issues had already been raised in India 
and abroad ~nd caught the attention of prcxninent 
Moulvis in the discussions. .4ohrmmed Ibn Abdul Waheb 
3 
described the practice crlligg such names as Shirk, 
Shah Weli-ullah in h i s work Hui ia t -u l lah / l^Bel iaha 
4 
too seems to have been against such names • Moulvi 
Ismail Shahid too rejected such names like "Ghulam 
Nebi; "Ghulam Rasul^? 
1. ftoulvi Ghulam iSIebi nuberaki, Ghulam Nabi Na'am 
Je'eiz Hain7 pp 3-5, 
2. Ibid; It is interesting to mention that Moulvi 
Abdul G;ni issued a tract entitled Kela' am-'i-Nobl 
mainly in refutation of rioulvi Mxiberaki's pemplet 
entitled, Ghulam Nebi He'am Ja'aiz Haln. In this tract 
.Moulvi Abdul Grni made the claims raised by his 
father es authentic and in conformity ne with Shariat, 
rtoulvi Abdul Grni, Kala*am~i-Nabi; pp 2-3. 
3. nohammad Ibn /"bdul Weheb, Kitab~ul-Teuhidy p. 147 
4. Houlana Syed Dpwood Gheznevi, Truhid Kei Hain? p. 67 
5. Shah Ismpil, faqwiyat'ul Imany p. 5. 
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f^ert from these diversities In the religious issues* 
Ahl-1-Hedlth Moulvls wrpte vehemently pg?lnst the Ahmedlyas. 
Moulvi Muberelci end Moulvl />nwar Shah believed that the 
issues raised by Mirza Ghulam Ahmrd were malicious and in 
contredlction with shpriat. Both the Moulvls including Abdul 
Ganl issueS Fetwes against the Ahmedlyas of Kashmir. 
Moulvl Ghulsm Nabi riubareki and iMoulvi Abdul Gani had 
already come into close contact with the J^il-1-Hedith leaders 
2 
of Punjab, The influence of Sona-Ullah Amritsari, Ibrahim 
Siyalkoti, Abdul Minan Wazirebadi end Abdul Aziz Rahimebedi, 
on the Ahl-i-Hedith movement in KcShmir should not be vinder-
3 
r a t e d , A pape r e n t i t l e d Ah l - i -Hed i th , i s s u e d by Sona-ul leh 
Amr i t se r i c a r r i e d a l o t of propaganda a g a i n s t t he Amhadiyas, 
iMoulvi Muberaki had t o face a nxjmber of cha l l enges from 
4 
Ahmedlya l e a d e r s e s p e c i a l l y Moulvl Abdul lah, The Henaf i s^ too , 
1, Ghulam Nabi Mxibaraki, F a i s a l a h Aesmani? pp 4 - 6 ; 
Moulvl Anwar Shah, Piwen-i-An-Wariy p . 12; 
Guldas ta Anwari; p , 8 , 
2, Mohrmmed Ishaq Khan, P e r s p e c t i v e s on Krshmir; p , 139 
3 , I t was a p r i v a t e pape r i s sued by Sone-u l lah Amr i t sa r i 
in t h e y e a r 1907, 
Ahmedlyas had always been i n t e r e s t e d in Kashmir 
In h i s book, Mesih Hindustan Moin|_ as we l l as i n h i s 
e a r l i e r c l a ims , t h e promised Messiah had "proven" t h e 
dea th of Jesxis Chi i s t i n Kashmir and h i s b u r i a l In 
S r i n a g a r . See Sponcer haven, t h e Ahmedlya, Movement 
Pas t end P r e s e n t ; p . 80, Also T, D, Shams Where Didjc 
Je sus Die? p , 114, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad Jesus i n I nd i a 
p p . 77 -79 . 
4 , Muslim, J e m u d - u l - 3 a ' e n i , 1359.H; p . 1 0 - 1 1 , 
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joined hends with the /^hl-l-Hcdlth ecfinst the 
Ahmpdiyes of Keshmir • Hir Weiz Ahm&d-ullrh and Mir 
Welz Yusuf Sheh were dauntless in< their criticism 
egelnst the clandestine ectivities of Ahmediyes of 
2 
Keshmir • Even the attitude adopted by the government 
was of hostile towards the Ahnicdiyes, and some of the 
Ahmediyes were turned away from Kashmir because of their 
3 
political pctivitles • L'he Ahmediyes \inder such 
circumstances could not make headway in Kashmir. Their 
influence can be judged by the fact thc-t only 198 
Ahmediyes were lived in Kashmir according to census 
of 1931^. 
1, ftoulvi Anwar Sheh Keshmir, Dawafc-i-Hafaz-i-Imen 
p p , 5 , 7 , 1 1 , 1 2 ; P i r i-lohammad flaqbool, D u r a t - u l -
r e ' i ~ F i riayen-ul»riehre1; p . 8 , 
2, :iuslim, 2 Apr i l , 1941; pp 7 - 8 . 
3 , Spencer Lavan, rhe A.hmadlys .lovement Pes t and P r e s e n t ; 
p . 84 . 
4 , Census, I ; 1931; p . 298. 
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IMPACT OF THE AHL-I-HADITH MOVEMEtlTt 
In the foregoing pages it has become clear 
that the main object of the Mil-i-Hedlth moveroent was 
to purge Islam of all its accretions end to bring it 
to its pristine glory. The nK>venient was started by 
Sayyid Husain Shah Batku with the purpose of reforming 
the Muslim society • He raised his voice against the 
greveworship,saint worship and other superstitious 
2 
practices , v^lch he declared were ell borrowed frc»n 
Hinduism, He had to encounter opposition from the 
4 
Mullahs and Muftis of S r i n e g a r • With t h e r e s u l t he 
was forced t o move towards Shopien • But t h e v o i c e he 
r a i s e d a g a i n s t t h e customs and o t h e r s u p e r s t i t i o u s 
1. Moulvi Hasan Shah, ra r ikh- i -Hesen« Vol . I ; 
p p . 4 4 2 . 
2 . I b i d ; Itohemmad Ishec Khan, H i s to ry of S r i n a c a r 
p . 107; Moulvi Anwar Shah, Basherat^ul-Mumineen^ 
p p . 36-37. 
3 . Moulvi Anwar Shah, Basharet-ul-Mumineen» pp .36 -37 , 
4 . xloulvi Hasan Shah, o p . c i t , I I ; p . 442. 
5 . I b i d ; Mohammad Ishaq Khan, His tory of S r i n e a e r . 
p . 107. 
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prac t i ces did influence t he re l ig ious out- look of 
some people of Srinagar,with the pessege of t ime, they 
became the zealous supporters of the Ahl-i-Hedith 
movement. 
The influence of Moulvi Anwar Shah on the 
re l ig ious l i f e of the people of Kashmir cannot be 
re jected o u t r i g h t . He was able to advance the cause 
of the Ahl-i-Hedith movement t o a greet ex ten t . I t was 
dioring the time of Moulvi Anwar Shah end Atta Mc*ierrfned 
Khan tha t the Ahl-i-Hedith ideas began to gain groimd 
in some p a r t s of the va l ley of Kashmir . He l e f t no 
stone unturned in following the foot-s teps of h i s 
r e l ig ious guide (Husein Shah Betku). I t was on account 
of h i s teaching tha t the p r a c t i c e of v i s i t i n g the 
2 
tc»nbs of the sa in t s died down in some famil ies , 
rioulvi Anwar Shah who denounced Juma Che'a 
3 
ceremony seems to have influenced some of the l i t e r a t e 
Muslims, Since Juma Che'e was described as an innovation. 
1« W, R. Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir? p . 285; 
Moulvi Hasan, op, ci ty I> p , 442> Hohemmad Ishaq 
Khan, History of Srinaqer; p , 109, 
2, r^hammad Ishaq Khan, History of Srinaqer? p . 109 
3, Moulvi Anwar Shah, felim-i-Sunnet, II? p , 36 
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some famil ies completely geve up the p r ac t i c e of 
en te r t a in ing moximers with i t . In o\ir own days t he 
p rac t i ce has cornpletely died down in Ahl-i-Hadith 
families and t o a cer ta in extent among some educated 
fami l ies . 
Khatam-i-Shariff i s no longer organized in the 
Ahl-i-Hedith fami l ies . 
The Ahl-i-Hedith waged a crusade accinst t h e 
ce lebra t ion of urs or anniversar ies of t h e s a in t s . 
Though anniversar ies of s a in t s ere s t i l l celebrated 
2 
by a great majority of the people in the valley , 
a growing indifference towards the participants in the 
festivals of saints exists among the educated Muslims • 
But more importantly, the /Oil-i-Hadith succeeded in 
liberating the common man from the tyranny of the 
1, Moulvi Anwar Shah, Besherat-ul-Mumineen> f. 11; 
T alim-i-Sunn at ? p. 36 
2, Mohammed Ishaq Khan, History of Srinaqar? p. 109, 
3, Ibid; 
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custodians of the shr ines , Pirzedes, Bebzedas^ 
Rishis e t c . I t w i l l not be out of piece t o mention 
here t h a t t he custodians of shrines g rea t ly exploited 
the ignorants and credulous be l ievers • 
Supers t i t ious p rac t i ces l i ke Noufel processions 
in the c i t y of Srineger which were often taken by 
2 
the Mullahs et the cc»nmend of the Dogre rulers seems 
to have receded into brckground owing to the propagation 
of Mil-i-Hedith. 
Though e very large majority of the Muslims of 
Srinegar remained uninfluenced, the religious reformers 
brought about a change in the attitude of many • Even 
many Pirs end Rishis of shrines admitted thrt "Wehebi" 
4 
ideas were gaining ground in Srinagar • This leads us 
t o the inference tha t the p rac t i ce of typing knots a t 
1, ftohemmed Ishaq Khan, Persrcc t ives on Kashmiri p« 140 
2, Ghulem Nrbi Sheh, Wa1eez-ut-Tawarikh^ f. 69 | 
Mohammed Ishaq Khan, History of Srinagar? p , 106. 
3, r^hemm?d Ishaq Khan, History of Srinagar? p . 109 
4, w. R, Lawrence, op. c i t ; p . 285? Moulvl Hgsen, 
op. c i t | Ij p . 442; Mohammad Ishaq Khan, History of 
Srinagar? p . 109, 
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t h e g e t e s of s h r i n e s must have d ied down among 
t h e "Wehabi" f e m i l i e s l 
The Ahl - i -Hed i th movement through out t h e pe r iod 
tuider-revlew, l e l d much emphesls on two sources of 
2 
Islem v i z , Quran end Hedl th • Moulvi Anwar S h ^ arid 
Moulvi Ghulam Nabi Muberaki urged t h e peop le t o make 
f r e e use of reason end f r e e i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of t h e holy 
book , Their c e a s e l e s s e f f o r t s brought about c e r t a i n 
I n s t i t u t i o n a l changes es we l l which we s h a l l d i s c u s s 
below. 
I t must be po in t ed out t h a t Kashmiri Muslims were 
under t h e s t r i c t c o n t r o l of t h e i r Mullahs end above 
a l l t h e i r P i r s4^ -^^^ ^^ ^^^ reeson why they were 
5 
c a l l e d P i r - P e r a s t • But a f t e r t h e advent of t h e Ahl-i-> 
Hadi th movement, t h e r e t ook p l r c e a g r e a t change i n t h e 
1 . r^ohammed Ishaq Khan, H i s t o r y of 3 r ineqar? p , 109 
2 . Moulena ^4iwar Shah, Behharat-ul-Mumineen; pp 12 ,24 | 
Usufl-i-Hadithy p , 2 ; Moulana Abdul Srlam Bast awl, 
Ghair-Muqall id-Aur-Ahl~i~Hediths p . 3 j Moulvi Abdul 
Geni, Tuhf at~ul»Hi1 az? pp 6-7 
3 . Muslim, 16 March, 1946; p . 12, 
4 . MoheiTOiad Ishaq Khan, H i s t o r y of Sr inaqar? p . 108 
5 . W, R, Lawrence, op . c i t j pp 285-286; P . N. Kbul, 
Tasvi r . ' i -Kashmir t pp 47-49j Abdul Hanid, S a i r - i -
Kashmirxpp.1936,73-74• 
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religious out look of meny people v)ho no longer 
depended upon their Mullehs and riuftis. Since Ahl-i-
Hadith nKDvement provided intellectual leadership to 
the Muslims , the influence of the i^llehs on people 
began to decline considerably. 
The Ahl-i-Hadith nwvement contributed to the 
growth of consciousness of the Kashmiri r-iuslims and 
2 
gave a new direction to their religious thought • 
rhe /»hl-i-Hfdith fought egeinst sectarian 
differences end laid greet stress on the unity of 
3 
the Muslims • By emphasising the concept of Teuhid< 
they certainly generated a new sense of awareness among 
Kashmiri Muslims who regrrded the f^ ullahs as their 
true masters. In fact, Kashmiri Muslims, before the 
advent of the Ahl-i-Hedith, had entrusted everything 
4 
to the i r local Pirs . 
1. r^ iohammad Ishaq Klien, l e r s r e c t l v e s on Kashmir? p , 140 
2 . I b i d ; p . 139. 
3 . liohsBammed Ishaq Khan, H i s to ry of S r i n a q a r i 
p . 185. 
4 . W, R, Lawrence, op . c i t ; p . 285. 
S8 
According to Moulvl Miibarekl, the decadence 
of the Keshmirl Muslims in politicsl and religioxis 
fields was mainly due to the supremacy of the Mullahs, 
He described the "condition of the Kashmiri Muslims 
as being worse than that of the political slaves",1 
They believed that it was only because of the ignorance 
of the Kashmiri Muslims that some new customs had 
2 
crept in the Muslim society • 
The Ahl-i-Hedith movement produced some progressive 
religious thinkers, leaders, end commentators whose 
writings end speeches pushed e good number of Kashmiri 
Muslims to the political arena. 
The activities of Ghulam Nebi Mubcraki end Moulvi 
Abdul Rehman (Nuri) in the Kashmiri political movement 
are particularly note-wocthy. The deplorable condition 
of the Kashmiri Muslims in the Dogra regime was criticised 
• 3 
by them in their writings and speeches • They took keen 
1, Mohammed Ishaq Khen« PersT:ectives on Kashmiri 
p, 140, 
2, Muslim^ Safer, 1343.H, p, 15, Tauhid, March, 1960, 
p. 7-9. 
3, Muslim, March 1944; p, 15, 
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interest in the politics of the day. Their speedies 
reflected their political insight. They believed that 
the pitiable condition of the Kashmiris was greatly 
1 
responsible for the political unrest in the coimtry • 
The Ahl-i-Hedith leaders also advocated the 
political lonity of Kashmiri Muslims. Thus time and 
again« efforts were made by them to bring political 
2 
leaders of Kashmir Muslims closer to each other • itoulvi 
Mubarakl urged them to sink their political differences 
and work together for the common ceuse . He is said 
to have entered into correspondence even with the 
Muslim League Leaders bringing home to them the deplorable 
4 
condition of Kashmiri Muslims • 
It cannot be denied that Moulvi Mubaraki was able 
to mould the political out look of meny of his Ahl-1-
Hedith followers. So great was the influence of his 
1, Muslim, 2 April, 1946; pp 11-13. 
2, ^^ uslim, June 16, 1942; :!ohcmmad Ishaq Khan, 
History of Srinegar; p. 185. 
3. Ibid; 
4. Based on interview with Moharaned Mubarak Muberakl 
(son of Ghulean Nebi Mubaraki and present Imam of 
Jcsna Bazar Mosque) • 
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p o l i t i c a l a c t i v i t i e s t h a t the govemrnent was forced 
1 2 
t o a r r e s t him • He spent some months in t he Riss i J a i l • 
I t must be pointed out t ha t Wil-i-Hadith movement 
as a sect did not take p e r t in the p o l i t i c a l movenent 
but i t s followers at the same time did not keep aloof 
from the p o l i t i c s of the day. Thus /timed-Ullah Shahded 
vrtio was one of the r rominent leaders of /ihl-i-Hedith 
movement did not remain aloof frcwn the movement d i rec ted 
ageinst the Dogre r u l e , Though he was en M. L, A, in 
Maharaja Heri Singh's t ime, he remained in close contact 
with the p o l i t i c a l leaders of Kashmir • I t i s said 
t h a t s number of meetings were held at h i s residetice* 
Abdul Sanad Weni and Abdul Gaffar 'Weni who were the 
act ive memembers of the Ahl-i-Hadith movement also took 
4 
an important pa r t in the p o l i t i c a l movement • They 
made people consciousus^B of t h e i r p o l i t i c a l r i gh t s • 
1. Muslim, Rabi'xil Awal, 1359.H, p . 13, Fazi l Kashmiri, 
Haooet Sirehoo? p . 2, 
2 . I b i d j 
3. Muslim, Rebu'l- Awal, 1359. H; p. 13. 
4. Based on interview with Abdul Rashid Teharl (the 
present Imam of Ahl-1-Hedith Batmeloo Mosque). 
5. Ibid; 
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The esteblishment of the AnJumen-i-Ahl-i-Hedlth 
in Srinager in the twenties of t h i s century merked en 
important s tep in the growth of Muslim consciousness • 
I t wes probebly on account of the influence of the 
An1uman-i"Ahl-i-Hadith t h a t ce r ta in o ther Anjumans began 
t o emerge in Muslim soc ie ty . In 1932 An1uman»i» 
TebliQ»ul-Islem cane i n to existence with the main aim 
2 
of creat ing consciousness among Muslims • I t s f i r s t 
President was riir Sryyid Meqbool Shah Gilani and 
3 General Secretary Mir Mohammad Yahya • In the same year 
4 
the Anjuman brought out a paper "Jehengir" * In due 
course of time Madin6t~ul«>ulum wes es tab l i shed at 
5 Kelashpora • 
According to the census of 1931, only one Mekteb 
wes supported by the AnJuman-i-Ahl-i-'r!edith , With the 
passage of time, i t se t up a few other schools in scnne 
1, Mohammed Ishaq Khan, Perspectives on Kgshmir; p . 139, 
2, Sofi Ghulam Mohi-ud-Din, Kashmir-Mai-Semaii-Auy 
Sacaafgti Tabdiliven? p . 3 , 
3 , Ib id ; 
4, Ibid? Mohrrenad Ishaq Khan, Hjstorv of Srinaoart p . 185, 
5, Ib id; 
6, Census of India; 1931, Vol. XXIV, J&K State Part I; 
p. 298. 
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p e r t s of t h e v e l l e y . At p r e s e n t fo l lowing schoo l s 
a re run by J e m i y a t - i - A h l - l - H e d i t h t -
!• High School Chotta Bszer, Srlnegar. 
2, Primary Sdioo l Ghana Pora , S r l n a g e r , 
3 , Middle School Wanlyer, S r i n a g a r . 
4 , Primary School Re the-pora , S r i n a g a r , 
5 , Primary School Khudwani Kulgam. 
6 , Middle School Shoplen. 
7 , l l iddle School Yarlpore* Shopian, 
8 , Primary School Rasoo Wadawan, 
9 , Middle Sdiool Kandaroo Bedgem. 
10 . Middle School Kagan. 
1 1 . Primary School Sopore . 
In these schools both boys end girls are 
imparted eeucetion strictly on Islamic lines. The 
courses generally Include the subjects like the study 
2 
of t h e Curan and Hedith • The method of t h e r e c i t a t i o n 
of Naiiaz i s imparted t o t h e s t u d e n t s . Besides t h e s e , t h e r e 
a re few s u b j e c t s l i k e H i s t o r y , Geography and Sciences 
1 . Based on o f f i c i a l Report of J amive t - i -Ah l - l ^Hed i th 
P i l e NOJ 1 1 , 
2 . I toulvi Nur-ud-Din, Dustoor- i -Asas jy pp 3 - 5 . 
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which pre generally teught in the government 
schools, Ho\,rever, the most renowned school Is Alkul-
Yat - i -Se lef iya s i tua ted in front of the heed off ice 
2 
of Jsmiyet-i-Ahl-i-Hadith s t Gow-Xedel • I t has been 
se t on the Deobend model. Free education i s imparted 
to the s tudents end l i t e r a t u r e on Islam i s freely 
3 
d i s t r ibu ted to the s tudents , 
Besides these schools Islamie College e t Parsy-
pora i s under construct ion, 
n^ere are also a few schools under t h e control 
4 
of the Bazem-»i~ fauhid • rhey ©re as under t -
1, i-rimary School at Bohri Kadal, i>rinagar, 
2, Primary School at Hawal Srinagar, 
3 , Primary ^chool Shangs Kulgem. 
4, Primajry School Aarth, Dudgem. 
5, Primary ijchool Shehama, Budgam, 
rhe most important amonr these , however, i s 
Primary school et Sohri Kadal, I t l-sas e l ib ra ry attached 
5 
t o i t , end a mosque (Jama Bpzar ilosque) • 
1, Ibidf 
2, Jamiyat-Mil-i-Hadith, P lkulivet~i~Selaf iva? pp 7-11, 
3 , Moulvi Nur-ud-Din, Pustoor-i-'Asaxi s pp 3-4, 
4, Based on o f f i c i a l repor t s of Bezam-i-Tehuid? 
f i l e NO: 7, 
5, Ib id ; 
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rho Ahl-i-Hedith v:ere elso responsible for 
estFbllshing libraries in some perts of the velley 
of Kpshrair. The most imj ortent smonc these wes 
Jemiyrt Library et Gow Kedal • In this library one 
finds abundence of materiel on Hadith, Fiqh, Philosophy, 
ethics and rlso the works of Ibn Taymiya, Ibn Keiyam, 
Ibn Khaldun, Shah Wall-Ullah, i>hah Abdul Aziz, Nazir 
Husain Dehlawi, Neweb Sidiq Hasan Khan, Sone-ullah 
2 
Amritsari etc. • 
rhe impact of the movement is also evidenced 
by the niimber of mosques linder the possession of Ahl»l-
Hedith, According to official reports the number of 
3 
mosqiaes in the valley is 188 • The prominent among 
these ere as xinders-
1, Zeldager Ahl - i -Hadi th Moscue, S r i n e g a r . 
2 , Jama Bazar Mosque Bohri Kadel, S r i n a g a r . 
3 , Ah l - i -Had i th Moseqe Gow-Kadel, S r i n e g a r 
! • This L ibra ry came i n t o e x i s t e n c e in 1957, 
Ghulam K'abi Mubereki, Khutba Sedaraty p . 12, 
2 , General Report , J a m i v e t ~ i - A h l - i - H a d i t h ; pp 9-10, 
3 , Based on o f f i c i a l Records of J amive t - i -Ah l - i -Had i th^ 
F i l e NO: 1 1 , 
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4 . / ^1 -1 -Had l th Mosque Chot ta Bezar 
5 , Gagar Mosque Chemer Doori 
5 . Betamaloo Ahl - l -Hadl th Mosque 
7 . Banapore /^hl-1-Hadith Mosque 
8 . Tengepora Ahl - i -Hadi th Moseqe 
9 . Bazar Mosque tiatmeloo 
10. Oazl Masjld Ka r f a l l Mohella 
1 1 . Weniyar Ahl-1-Hedith Mosaije 
12 . Beghwan-pore Ahl - i -Hadi th Mosatje 
13 . Dpsal Masjld Nowhatta 
14. Ntir Bagh Masjld Ahl-1-Hadl th 
15 . She i l a Kedal, Wi l - i -Had i th losque 
16. Beghlyas Cha t t eba l Mosque 
17. Kowshehra Mosque 
18 . Su l lna ;^hl- l -Hadl th Masjld 
19. Sada Cazl Ahl - i -Hedi th Masjld 
20. Is lampur Shah Kadel Mosque 
2 1 . Now-kadel Ahl-1-Hedlth Masjld 
22. Masjld Ahl-1-Hadith Zoonlmar 
2 3 . Raja Masjld Sha l l e Kadal 
24. Ahl-1-Hedl th xMesjld I k h r a j p o r e 
25 . Ahl- l -HEdith Mosque Noor Bagh 
26 . Jamla Ah l - i -Had l th Ratha Pore 
27. Masjld Ahl-1-Hc-dlth B s h o l j l Pora 
28 . Rasoo Beerwa Ahi^l -Hedl th MasjId 
29 . Kandoora Ahl-1-Hedlth Mosetje 
30 . Gelwenpora Moseqe 
Sr Inagar 
SrIn agar 
S r l n a g a r 
S r l naga r 
S r lnagar 
Sr lnagar 
S r lnaga r 
Sr lnagar 
Sr lnagar 
S r l n a g a r , 
S r lnagar 




S r lnaga r 
S r lnaga r 
S r lnaga r 
S r lnagar 
S r lnagar 
S r lnagar 
S r lnaga r 
S r lnagar 
S r l naga r 




3 1 , Wit tapore Wi l - i -Hcdl th Mosque 
32, Yechakut Ahl - l -Hedl th Masjid 
3 3 , Narekaroo Ahl - i -Hedi th Mesjid 
34 , Haran Mesjid Ah l - i -Hed l th 
35 , Kawoose Ahl-1-Hedith Mosque 
36, Daula tpore Ah l - i -Hed l th Mosque 
37 , K r a l l e P a t h r l Ah l - i -Hed l th Mosque 
38 , Lei Nager Ahl - l -Hedl th Moseqe 
39 , Pareypur ratthldabed Masjid 
40 , Mathan Ahl-1-Hedith Mosque 
4 1 , Lesejan Ahl - l -Hedl th Mosque 
42 , Nagam Ahl-1-Hedith Mosque 
4 3 , Kunzer Ahl-1-Hadlth Mosque 
44 , Qiendlbug Kunsar Masjid 
45 , Khudwani Ahl - i -Hedl th Mosque 
46 , Shemspore Mes j ld -1-Ahl - l -Hedi th 
47» Son! Cam Ahl - l -Hed l th Mosque 
48 , P e r l Cam Ahl-1-Hadl th Mosaqe 
49 , Hesanpore Ah l - l -Hed l th Ttosque 
50, AaWiren Ahl - i -Hedl th Moseqe 
5 1 , Ke t lpore Ahl - i -Hadl th Mosque 
52, Redwanl Ahl-1-Hadlth Mosque 
5 3 , Bedroo Ahl - l -Hed l th Mosque 
5^ , Yar lpore Ah l - l -Hed l th Mosque 



























56, Teak- i -Mes j id (AhW-Hedith) Shoplan (Teh.) 
57, Bazar MasjId Shoplan 
58 , Ahl - i -H?d i th Mosque Manz-Gam Shoplan 
59, Jama Ahl-1-Hedith Mosque Islain?4)8d(Teh.) 
60 , , Ah l - l -Hed i th Masjld Kedlpora ( &^2:ar') Islamabad 
6 1 , Mlroo Dsnter Ahl-1-Hedi th Itosque Islamabad 
62, Kotheer A-hl -1-Hedi th Mosque Islamabad 
6 3 , Batlbug Ahl - i -Hedl th Mosque Islamabad 
64 , Fiq\ irpore Ahl - i -Hed i th Mosque Islamabad 
65 , Kedlpora Ahl-1-Hedlth Mosque Islamabad 
66, Gupta Genge Ah l - l -Hsd i th Moseqe Islamabad 
67 , Ah l - i -Had i th Mosque Kagan Kegan (Teh.) 
68 , Weripohoo Ahl - i -Had l th Mosque Gandarbal (Teh) 
69 , Wen-l-.Ga*m Ahl - i -Hed l th Masjld P a t t e n (Teh.) 
The Ahl-1-Hedl th movement p layed an Important 
r o l e In t h e development of Urdu and K?shmlrl le-nguages 
in t h e v a l l e y . ?to -t of t h e s c h o l a r l y works were w r i t t e n 
i n Kashmiri v e r s e . Scsne t r a c t s were a l s o w r i t t e n i n 
Pe r s i an mostly by Itoulvi Ghulem Npbi .'•'lubfreki and Abdul 
Gani S h o p i a n i , 
rhe Anixjnan-i-Ahl-1-Hedith brought ou t a peper 
e n t i t l e d "Tetihid" in 1936^*. I t was e d i t e d by Moulvl 
Ghulem Nebi f'lubpraki. The main purj ose of t h e paper was 
1, Mohammed Ishaq Khan, t l i s to ry of S r i n a o a r i p , 185 
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t o refO]w\ t h e Muslim s o c i e t y . In 1940, t h e Aniumen-
i»Ahl- . i -Hedith i s sued ano the r p«3per e n t i t l e d "Muslim" 
which wes e d i t e d f o r a q u i t e loncj t ime by Ghulem Nebi 
MubPraki, At p r e s e n t i t i s be ing p\:a:>lished weekly. The 
paper d e a l t most ly with t h e r e l i g i o u s i s s u e s but 
o c c a s i o n a l l y i t focussed on sodiiel and p o l i t i c a l 
2 
problems . For exsmp^e, t h e ceuse of women's educat ion 
3 
was advocated • The leaders of the political movement 
were criticised for cfeetings discord end dissensions 
4 
among t h e Muslim COTtimvaiity f o r t h e i r s e l f i s h ends , 
I t must be po in t ed out t h a t t h e l e a d e r s of t h e 
Anlumen-i-Zi i l - i -Hadi th had a l r e r d y ccwne i n t o c l o s e 
c o n t a c t wi th t h e l e a d e r s of Punjab xinder whose guidance 
5 
t h e i r r e l i g i o u s thought was changed • According t o 
Mohammed Ishaq Khan, "The aim of t h e n o r t h Indian 
i n s p i r e d o r g a n i z a t i o n was t o purge contemporary Islam 
of cermonies end b e l i e f s which made i t r id icu lo ixs i n 
1, Muslim R e b i ' u l S a ' a n i , 1359 H. p . 5 . 
2, Mohammad Ishaq Khan, Hi s to ry of J r l n a o a r ? p , 185 
3 , Ib id? Muslim Jameed-ul-Awal, 1359, H, p , 15f 
Apr i l 16, 1942, May, 1942, J u l y , 1943. 
4 , Mohammad Ishaq Khan, H i s t o r y of S r ineqa r t p . 185 
5 , Mohammad Ishaq }Q\&n, P c r s r e c t i v e s on Kashmir? p , 139, 
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the eyes of the western retionalisrn. In particular 
the extrevegent ceremonies essocl?ted with funerals. 
But, not oft«i, the leaders of the Mjximan held 
custodians of the shrines responsible for much of the 
ills of the Muslim society. The fret that the Mullahs 
had sunk to the most contempltible depths of hypocrisy 
greed and degeneration is shown by their hold on the 
messes through shrines which had been turned into en 
important esqploltlng agencies. Instead of exercising 
a morel influence on the people, the Mullahs had 
contributed a great deal to the superstition, ignorance 
and poverty of their credulous believers" . 
It was probably on account of the impact of 
the Ahl-i-Hadlth movement that Anjuman-i-Ahmediye did 
not make any head way in Kashmir. The leaders of the 
Ahl-i-Hadlth especially Moulvl Ghulam Nebi I'lubarakl and 
Moulvl Abdul Gani Shopiani wrote a good number of tracts 
in v*iich the claims of Mirza Ghuiara Ahma " (1835-1908) 
2 
were refuted . Moulvi ;bdul Gani Shopiani in his Sifet-
ul-Nabi also resisted the Ahmediyah onslaught. He 
3 
described them as ihfidels . 
1. Ibid; p. 140. 
2. Moulvi Abdul Gani, Sifet-ul-Nabi> pp 5-7. 
3. Ibid; 
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The Ahl-±-Hedith Plso educeted t h e Muslims 
on some burn ing r e l i g i o u s i s s u e s of t h e day v i z , 
J e sus C h r i s t ' s deethf "MireJ-i in-Nebi", end f i n a l i t y 
of Prophet-hood • There wrS s p e c i a l column in t h e 
Muslim v^icJi was devoted t o such i s s u e s , 
iMoulvi Ghulem Nebi Mubcrelci e l so v^rote a g f i n s t 
2 
t h e customs observed by Shies of Keshmir • He regarded 
t h e Muherrem c e l e b r a t i o n of t h e Shi as as an innova t ion • 
He used t o hold s p e c i a l g a t h e r i n g s on t h e eve of 
Muherram t o b r i n g home t o t h e people t h e use leBsness 
of mourning t h e death of e mar ty r s of Karba le . I t was 
probably due t o h i s a c t i v i t i e s t h a t c e r t a i n educeted 
Shia f a m i l i e s in t h e c i t y of S r i ncga r gave up t h e 
p r a c t i c e of b e a t i n g t h e i r b r e a s t s in t h e Muherram 
p r o c e s s i o n s , 
B a h a ' i s o r Babis t o o d id not escape t h e n o t i c e 
of floulvi Ghulem Nabi I'lubaraki , I t was on account of h i s 
1. luslim Mrrch, 1942; A p r i l , 1941, Rabu ' l Awel, 1359. H, 
R a b i ' u l S a ' a n i , 1359 H. p . 18, Rebiu*l Awal 1359 H, 
p . 7, J a m e e d - u l - S a ' a n i , 1359. H. p . 19. Sheban, 1359, 
H. p . 14. Rsmazant 1359. H,, p . 24, Shewsl, 1359. H, 
p . 20 . 
2, Ghulem Nabi Muberaki, Hoeza t -u l -Fa t ihay p . 1 , 
3 , Muslim, Muharrem, 1362, H. p . 7 - 9 , 
4 . Ghulem Nabi Mviberaki, Moezet-ul-f a t ihay p . 7 . 
Ill 
t l rpde egplnst the Seheis t he t the l e t t e r could 
not geln any Influence In Kpshmir, 
I t w i l l thxis be seen thFt the / 'hl- l-Hedlth 
movement h rs pleyed en Importsnt ro le In influencing 
the soc i a l , r e l ig ious pnd p o l i t i c r l l i f e of the Keshmiri 
Muslims, The gree t contr ibut ion of the /^hl-i-Hedith 
i s t h r t they heve succeeded t o a lerge extent in removing 
the supe r s t i t i ons end have trught r^^pl*^ to revol t 
pgeinst t h e i r masters »— the custodiens of t he shrines* 
They have grec t ly contributed t o t he crowth of socia l 
2 
awereness ©mong the riut:lims of Krshmir , 
But there i s enother s ide t o the p ic ture* The 
Ahl-i-Hedith uhi le enphesizinq the imj or t fnee of the 
Luren end t h e Hedith, heve not tpken i n to eccotont: the 
feet th£ t Islem meinly sprepd in Kfshmir es e r e su l t of 
the missionary e c t i v l t i e s of the Sufi s a in t s from Persia 
end Centrel '"^ie, fantd e lso the Rishls of Krshmir* Iwis, 
t h e i r crusede egr ins t tho worship of t he shr ines hes 
been in te rp re ted by raeny es en r t t eck on pious Bufis* 
1. f4usllm, Jemeed-ul-Awel, 1362* H, p , 11 , 
2, lohemmed Isheq >hen# ^ers rec t ives oA Keahmiri 
pp* 139-140. 
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This expleins why the Ahl-i-Hadlth are not regerded 
es good muslims, by the greet majority of the people in 
Keshmlr, rhis sad reality hes sometimes contributed 
to mental conflicts among the Miislims of Kashmir. 
Besides^ the Ahl-i-Hedlth heve strongly dondemned such 
Muslims as did not follow them on certain religious 
Issues like Rafl»Yadain, Amln Bjljaher and Khelfe'il Imam. 
Some Ahl-1-iledith leaders have described the shrines as 
2 
temples • This, too, hes contr ibuted to the weakness 
of the movement. Moreover, the Ahl-i-Hedith have elweys 
bean keen t o show tha t they ere the only good Muslims in 
the va l ley , whereas other Muslims are described as 
Mushrlks. All t h i s has generated a new sense of awareness 
among var ious Muslim organizat ions which ere act ively 
engaged in covmtering the proppgenda of the /!ihl-i-Hedith 
against the Ahl-i-Sunnat Wa Jama'at . In the f ina l 
analys is , the Ahl-1-Hadith movement entered a very 
c ruc ia l s tage in i t s h is tory* 
1, Ghulam Nebi !luberakl, Zlnat-ul-Sela.-Wety P P . 13-15f 
Sheikh Tsq-ud-Dln Subkl, Juz-i-Rafi-YadainT pp 3-7. 
2 . Moulvi Noor-ud-Dln Meslidoo-Mein Shoroul Kyooni 
p . 30, 
A P P E N D I C E S * 
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A.P-P-E.N-D> I-Xs * A • A * 
A b i o a r a r h i c e l n o t e on some of t h e 
^ r o m l n ^ t Ahl - l»Hadl th l e a d e r s . 
1 . Husein Shah Betku* According t o Abdul Salem 
Parmu (grandson of Hvisaln Shah) Huseln Shah was 
b o m i n 1 8 5 0 ' s . He belonged t o t h e e l i t e Sayyid 
family of Kashmir, He rece ived h i s e a r l y educat ion 
from Mir Waiz Mohammad Yahye, Moulvi Resul Shah 
was h i s c lassmate . He t r a v e l l e d v a r i o u s l i t e r a r y 
2 
c e n t r e s i n no r the rn I n d i a and i t was t h e r e t h a t 
he became a p u p i l of Nazlr Huseln Dahlewl from 
3 
\diom he l e a r n t t h e o l o g y , j u r i s p r u d e n c e and l o g i c • 
He was t h e r e a l founder of t h e Ah l - i -Hed i th 
movement i n Kashmir, 
1 . Based on i n t e r v i e w wi th ^^bdul Sal am I armu, Aiso 
Moulvi Nur-ud-Din of Gow-kadal Mosque. 
2 . I4ohaiTOned Asscd-u l l eh C u r a i s h i , f a r ikh- i -Ahmadivat 
Jammu Kashmir/ p . 3 0 . 
3 . Moulvi Hasan Shah, Terikh».i-.Hesen. I ; p . 442 
See a l s o Ghulam Nebi Muberaki, Khutba-i«SadBrat< 
1957? p . 3 1 . 
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2 . Moulvi Anwar Shah$ His ances to r s were o r i g i n a l l y 
P a n d i t s who accepted I s lam dur ing t h e governorship 
of Shaikh lam-ud-Dln (1844-46) . He was a p u p i l of 
2 
Huseln Shah Batku, His f e t h e r was a c u l t i v a t o r • 
The mosque of Zaldager became a s t r o n g - h o l d of 
t h e Ahl-1-Hadi th d u r i n g Moulvi Anwar Shah , He 
d ied i n 1359 h i j r e ^ , 
3 , Moulvi Hasan Shahi He was t h e son of Moulvi Rasul 
Shah and t h e e l d e r b r o t h e r of Mir Waiz Yusuf Shah, 
He r e c e i v e d h i s e a r l y educat ion from h i s f a t h e r . He 
knew P e r s i a n and Arabic w e l l . He a l s o s t u d i e d a t 
De lh i , I t was dur ing h i s s t ay a t Delhi t h a t a change 
took p l a c e in h i s r e l i g i o u s t h o u g h t . He was h igh ly 
5 
impressed by Wel i -u l l ah Sdiool , On h i s r e t u r n hcwne. 
1, Moulvi Abdul Gpni, Kha t i i a t -u l -Kubra . p p , 3-4/ 
For d e t a i l s see , Moulvi Anwar Shah, Tal im-i-Sunnet* 
p p . 5 -6 ; Mohantned Ayub Beytab and Abdullah T a a r i , 
Neer Posh; pp 13-15, 
2 , I b i d ; 
3 , Mohammad Ishaq Khan, His to ry of S r i n a q a r ; p , 108, 
4 , Mohammad Ay\ib Bay t a b , Neer Posh? p , 15; 
Muslim, Sheban, 1359, H, p , 2, 
5 , Based on i n t e r v i e w with P i r Mohammad Yahya 
( t h e younger b r o t h e r of Moulvi Has en Slieh); Also 
with Moulvi Nur-ud-Dln of Gow-Kedal,Mosque, 
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he beceme e fo l lower of Husein 3heh Bstku, v*io had 
e l reedy r e i s e d h i s v o i c e a g a i n s t s u p e r s t i t i o u s p r e c t i c e s . 
After Husain Shah ' s e^^u l s ion from Srinegar^ Moulvl 
Hesen Shah l e f t no s tone unturned in p ropaga t ing t h e 
Ah l - i -Hed i th i d e a s on account of h i s a c t i v i t i e s a g a i n s t 
t h e Mullahs , he w?s even t u rned out of h i s home • His 
simple l i f e , however, d i d a t t r a c t some people t o h i s 
fo ld • He was t h e Imam of Gagar Masjid ( o r i g i n a l l y 
Hanefl mosque) t i l l h i s dea th i n 1940 • 
4 . Sebzar Shahi His o r i g i n a l name was Mehmud, He used 
t o wear green c l o t h e s and even h i s t u r b a n i s sa id t o 
have been of green coloiur. This i s v*iy he was ncmed 
4 5 
Sabzar Shah , He was a r e s i d e n t of Nerwera i n S r i n e g a r , 
He was a fo l lower of t h e Imam of Jemia Mosque, He was 
a p e t t y p e d l a r . As a p e d l a r , he would a l s o e n t e r i n t o 
1, Based on i n t e r v i e w %ith Moulvi Nur-ud-Din of 
Gow-kedal,Mosque. 
2 , Muslim Feb. 1983; pp 3-4 ; Ghulam Nrbi Mviberaki, 
Khutb&-i~Sadaret> p . 3 1 , 
3 , I^uslim, Jameed-ul-Awal, 1360. H. p . 4 , 
4 , Based on i n t e r v i e w wi th Assad-u l leh Khan, 
l y o Zaldegar , S r i n e g a r , age 85 y e a r s , 
5 , Moulvi Hasan, Tarikh»i-Hasen» I ; p , 442; 
ttohemmad Ishaq Khan, H i s t o r y of S r i n a a e r ; p . 107, 
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religious discourses with his customers end 
make them conscious about Tauhid. Very little 
is known eboxjt his death* 
5, Sone-ulleh Amritsaris He was bom in the beginning 
of the 19th century in Amritsar. His father KJiazir 
Joo belonged to Doora (Tehsil Islamabad) in Kashmir, 
who used to go Amritser in connection with his 
Pashmina business, end in course of time settled 
there permanently. His ancestors belonged to a 
2 
Pandi t femily of Mantoos , 
Moulene Sons -u l l ph Amrl t se r i r ece ived h i s 
e a r l y educa t ion from Moulena Hefiz Minan Sahib and 
then s t ud i ed from Moulvi Ahmad-Ulleh , He came t o 
Kashmir many times t o p ropaga te t h e Ahl - i -Hadi th 
i d e a s . However, h i s most important v i s i t s t o 
Kashmir t ook p l a c e i n 1920*s when t h e Ahl - i -Hadi th 
4 
and t h e Henafis were involved in a l i t i g a t i o n • His 
1. Based on i n t e r v i e w wi th Abdul Hemid Shopiani , 
Son of Moulvi Anwar Shah Shopien i , 
2 . Sone -u l l eh A m r i t s e r i i S e n a ' i Tar i ima Walla Quraii^ 
Majeed; p . 5 1 , 
3 . Ib idf 
4 . Haj i Mohammad Shahdad, F g t a h - i - A h l - i - H a d i t h ^ p p . 6 , 9 ; 
Ghulam Nabi Mubareki, Khutba- i -Sadara ty p . 3 , 
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s t a t e m e n t s i n t h e c o u r t of lew In favoxir of t h e 
A h l - i - H s d i t h , d id p rove of v i t a l importence t o t h e 
movement on eccount of h i s l ea rn ing^ he was wel l 
honoured among t h e Ahl - i -Hed i th c i r c l e s i n t h e s u b -
c o n t i n e n t . His s t y l e of w r i t i n g was so f a s c i n a t i n g 
t h a t most of h i s works remained t h e b a s i c t e x t s i n 
many Ahl - i -Hed i th houses in Kashmir, 
6 , He j i Mohammed Shehdedj He was a famous shawl t r a d e r 
2 
of Kashmir • He was t h e f i r s t P r e s i d a i t of M1\iman-i-
A h l - i - H e d i t h ^ . Most of t h e Ahl - i -Hadi th l e a d e r s of 
t h e l^Tinjab would make i t a po in t t o s tay s t Shahdad 's 
4 
home dur ing t h e i r v i s i t t o Kashmir • The Ahl - i -Hadi th 
movement a l so r e c e i v e d m a t e r i a l suppor t frcMn t h e 
Shahdsds • 
?• Ahmad-ullah Shahdadi He was son of Mohammed Shahded. 
He t o o k keoi i n t e r e s t i n the p o l i t i c a l movesnent of 
Kashmir • He was one among t h e foxinding members of t h e 
Aniuman- i -Ahl- i -Hadi th? 
1, Ibid; pp, 6,9,21, 
2, Mohammad Ishaq Khan, Perspectives on Kashmiri p# 141 
3, Heji Mohammed Shahdad, Fatah-i-Ahl-i-Hadith; p. 1 
4, Based on interview with Moulvi Abdul Hemid Shopieni, 
S/0 rioulvi Anwar shah, 
5 , I b i d j 
6 , Muslim, R a b i ' u l Awal, 1359 H, p , 1 3 , 
7 , P4ohammad Ishaq Khan, Historv^ of S r i n a c e r , p , 108, 
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8. Abdul Aziz Chlkant He was t h e lone son to h i s 
f e t h e r Abdul Saned Bhet , His f a t h e r spent most 
of h i s l i f e i n Lahore i n cx>nnection with h i s 
b u s i n e s s . However, h i s son Abdul Aziz Bhst 
(Chiken) was born i n S r inege r i n t h e y e a r 1866* 
He was nick-named C3iikan a f t e r h i s f a t h e r who 
used t o do chikan work on s i l k e n and r a f f e l 
garments • I t was Abdul Aziz Chiken v*io f i l e d a 
case a g a i n s t Muftis and Mullahs of S r i nege r i n 
2 
the court of law • He died in the year 1935, He had 
two sons Dr. Ghulam Ali Chiken end Ghulam Mohammed 
Chikan. The former played en important role in the 
3 
movenent. He died in t h e y e e r 1968 • At p r e s e n t 
Ghulam Mohammad Chiken i s t h e prominent l e ede r of 
AnItimen-i-Gurbe- ' i-Ahl- ' i-Hedith Za ldege r . 
9 , Ha j i Abdul Gaffer Wenij He wes e femous t r e d e r 
d e a l i n g with peshmine. He was g r e e t l y in f luenced 
by Moulvi Anwar Shah, He helped t h e mov«nent 
! • Based on i n t e r v i e w with Ghulam Mohensnad Chiken, S/0 
Abdul Aziz Chiken R/0 Karen-Hager, S r i n a g a r . 
2, Ke j i Mohemmad Shahdad, F a t e h - i - A h l - i - H a d i t h t p , 3 j 
See a l s o Ghiulem Nebi Muberaki, F e i s e l e h - i - A h l - i * 
Hed i th j pp 4 - 5 , 
3 . Based on i n t e r v i e w with Ghulam Mohammad Chikan 
S/0 Abdul Aziz Oi ikan , R/0 Keren Nagar, S r i h a g e r , 
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m a t e r i p l l y because he had a p l e n t y of lend 
under h i s p o s s e s s i o n . I t I s s a i d t h e t a good 
number of people In Betmaloo accepted Ahl-1-Hadith 
d o c t r i n e s , Ifrider h i s In f luence . He had e lone son 
Mohpmmad Spdiq who l a t e r beceitve t h e Chief i- l inister 
of Kashmir, 
10, Moulvi Abdul Ganii Bom i n 1895, he r ece ived h i s 
e a r l y educa t ion from h i s f a t h e r , .Moulvi Anwar Shah, 
He went t o S iya lko t fo r f u r t h e r s t u d i e s . I t was t h e r e 
t h a t he became t h e p u p i l of Hafiz Abdul Minan 
Wazirabadi and s t u d i e d l o g i c j u r i s p r u d e n c e , end 
2 
tefsir from him . He also learnt from Abdul Aziz 
Rahimabadi, He was also much impressed by Ubaidulleth 
3 
S i y a l k o t i . Af ter h i s a r r i v a l i n Kashmir, he became 
t h e a rden t suppor t e r of Ahl - i -Hed i th movement. He 
compiled a good number of boolcs and smal l t r a c t s with 
1, Based on i n t e r v i e w with Abdul Rashid Tehar i (l*nam 
of Betmaloo Ahl - i -Had i th Mosque end Vice-Caiairmen 
Jamiva t~ i~Ahl» i~Hadi th ) . 
2 , Mohammad Ayub Baytab, Neer Posh; pp 3 0 - 3 1 . 
3 , Abdul Aziz b in Be* az . Bidet Resoom Sal U t i n e b . 
p , 44 ; -MoheiTffnad Abdullah T a ' a r i , I n t i g a l - i - p u u n n a l a ' e l 
p p , 17-18, 
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t h e o b j e c t of p ropaga t ing Ahl-1-Hadl th t e n e t s In 
t h e v a l l e y . The An1tOTen~i-G\jrba-l»Ahl.l-Hadith 
Z a id agar was t h e resuflit of h i s e f f o r t s . He became 
I t s f i r s t P r e s i d e n t • He d ied in 1965 a t t h e age 
2 
of seventy f i v e • 
1 1 , Moulvl Ghulem Ncbl Muberekl* Son of Moulana 
Mohammed Hasan, Ghulem Nabl Mubarakl was b o m In 
1320 h l j r e . He l e a r n t t h e Quren by h e a r t a t h i s 
t e e n - a g e . He s t u d i e d Arabic and P e r s i a n from Al ' l ama 
3 
Wafayl and l o g i c and phi losophy from Shie Moulim , 
He a l s o s t u d i e d from Amir-ud-Din Amir ( the g r e e t 
p o e t of Kashmir }v In a few y e a r s he passed t h e 
examinat ions of Munshi Faz i l^ Munshi Alim* Adib Faz i l^ 
Moulvl F a z i l from t h e Punjab U n i v e r s i t y . Then he 
s t u d i e d from Sona-u l l ah Amri t sa r i and Ibrahim 
g 
S i y e l k o t i . Mir Waiz of Kashmir was h i s guide i n 
1, Muslim, May 1943; p . 7 . 
2 , Mohammad Ayub Baytab, Neer Poshy p . 3 0 | 
Mohammad Abdullah T e ' a r i , I n t iQa l - i -Pu rma la*a l» 
p p . 17-18 . 
3 . Ghulem Nebi Mxobarakl, Moeze t -u l -Fa t iha t pp 5 -6 . 
4 . I b i d ; p . 6 . 
5 . I b i d ; 
6 , F a z i l Kashmiri, Haaga-Sirahoo; p . 2 . 
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Walz-khawanl. rhrough out h is l i f e he act ively 
engaged himself In propegetlng the cause of Ahl - i -
Hadlth Movement In^jjfeshinlr, I t wes as a resu l t 
of h i s e f for t s t ha t some new mosques belonging t o 
t he Ahl-1-Hadith cane in to being in some pa r t s of 
the va l l ey % He died in 1399 h l j r e a t the age of 
79 y e a r s , 
12, Moulvl Abdul Rehman Nurii He was bom in the 
beginning of the present century. His father Nxir-ud-
Din was very poor men who \ised t o r e c i t e Naat in 
4 
Jamie Mosque on Fridays • Moulvl Abdul Rehman received 
h i s ea r ly education in Islamia school Naweb Bazar, 
He did Moulvl Faz i l end Munshl Bazil from Oriental 
Rajori Kedal^, 
On account of h i s p o l i t i c a l a c t i v i t i e s , he 
spent s ix months in j a i l • He, too propagated the 
Ahl-i-Hadith doct r ines in the val ley and laid the 
1, Ibid? 
2, Ghulara Nabi Muberaki, Moezat-ul-Fatiha? p. 6, 
3« Fazil Kashmiri, Heqca Sirahoo? p. 2, 
4, Based on interview with Moulvl Abdul Rashid Tahari, 
(Imam of Batmaloo Ahl-i-Hadlth Mosque and Vice-
Chairman Jemlyet-i-Ahl-i-Hadith), 
5, Muslim January 2, 1982; p. 3, 
6„ Shaikh Abdul Aziz, bin Beaz, Bidet Rasoom Sal litineb 
p, 44, 
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foundation of the ;\hl-l-Hedith mosque in h i s ovm 
l o c e l i t y at Chotta Bazar in Srinagar . He also se t 
up a Moharnmediyya Middle school a t CJiotta Bazar which 
at present i s under t he control of Jemiya t - i -^^1-
i -Hedi th , 
13, Alha 'aj Fazil-ul-Kerim» He was a son of Chirag-ud-
Din, a famous t r a n s p o r t e r in Rawalpindi, F a z i l - u l -
Karim s e t t l e d in Srinagar for business pvirposes. He 
helped the movement mate r i a l ly . His He died in 
Srinagar , 
14, Dr, Ramazan Ali» He belonged t o Siyalkot . He came 
t o Srinagar as a government employee. For a number 
of years he discharged the dut ies of Animal Husbandry, 
Doctor at Gow-Kedal in Srinagar, He la id the 
foundation of t h e Gow-Kadel /^hl-i-Hsdith mosque in 
2 
Srinagar, His oratory influenced a number of people • 
15, Haji Mohammad Jooj He was born on 23rd Sufar 1320 
h i j r a . His fa ther Ali Joo was a pupi l of Sabzar Shah, 
After the death of Ali Joo in the year 1935, h i s son 
Haji Mohammad Joo became the devout-follower of the 
1, Mulsim Jan. 2, 1982; p , 4, Ghulam Nebi Mxjbaraki, 
Khutba-i-Sadarat; p , 4, 
2, Based on interview with Moulvi Noor-ud-Din (Imam 
of Ahl-i-Hadith Mosque Gow^-kadal) , 
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Ahl-i-Hedith movement In Kashmir. He se t up a 
school In 1940 for adult education. He was sent 
t o j a i l in 1947 for h i s p o l i t i c a l a c t i v i t i e s . He was 
the Imam of Sayyid Hisa r i Ahl-i-Hedith Mosque 
Nowhatta. He died in 1976 , 
16, Semad Parmu$ He was one of t he prominent Ahl-1-
Hadith leaders . He v;as a business man. He had th ree 
sons who earned propule r i ty because of t h e i r services 
2 
for Ahl-i-Hadith movement , 
17, Hafiz Abdul Ahed Rifayij He was a teacher in 
Islamla High School, He was the Imam of Gow-Kadal 
3 
Ahl-i-Hadith mosque , 
18, Shaikh Ghulam Mohiuddini He was e son of SUii\i<-k 3bi'A^ *^  
end the elder brother of the late Chief Minister 
of Kashmir, Sheikh Mohammed Abdullah, He wes well 
versed in Quran end Hedith, He was the Tehsil 
President of the Jamlyet-i-Ahl-i-Hcdith^, 
1, Based on interview with Ahmed-Ulleh (Son of 
Mohemmad Joo, teacher in A, S, Colleoe, Srinager) 
2, Based on interview with Abdul Selem Parmu, 
(son of Semad Permu), 
3, Muslim, Jan 2, 1982; p, 3, 
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o t h e r prominent l e a d e r s of t h e Ah l - l -Hed l th 
were es fo l lows s* 
I . H e j l rhmBd D^r, 
2* He j l Reinezen Dex, 
3 , Abdul Genl Chender Geer i 
4 , / b d u l Rrhlm Wenl K r e l l e F«i:hrl 
5 , Abdul Aziz Der Bezels 
6 , Hej l Abdul All 
7 , Heklm Wcli Sehlb 
8, Abdul Aziz Sehlb Kotey 
9 , Kheweje Khezir Sehlb 
10, H s b l b - u l l e h Nedaf 
I I , Mohprrrard Amln Sehlb 
12, Heb lb -u l l eh Srh lb Neqeet l 
13 , Abdul Rehlm Hlsger 
14, Khezir Joo Nedaf 
15 , Mohemined Yusuf Hlr 
16, Abdul Khellq Aerlkesh 
17, Hej l rimpd Joo 3/0 Abdul Aziz Wcnl 
18, Abdul Rehlm Qiemroo 
19, Ghulem i^ohrnmied Zeere 
20, Abdul Geffer Der 
2 1 , He j l N!ohFiT»ned S ld lq 
1, P l r Mohemmed Yehya, R^dl Blde t i pp 1314, 
22» Sheikh Mohemmed Sheh 
23 , Seyyld Mohammed T a i l o r 
24• ^toulana Ahmad-ulleh 
25, Moulvi Mohamtned Abdullah 
26, Moulvi Hasan Sheh Wenganpora 
27, Haj i Moheninad Shah Sadebaf. 
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A review on some of the prominent vx?rks 
of the Mil*l»Hedith. 
rhe /'ihl-i-Hfdith movonent In Keshralr In the 
course of I t s h i s to ry produced some w rks end also 
8 few missioncry t r r c t s with the meln object of 
Fropecftlnc re l lg ioua thought, r^ost of the works 
which were wri t ten on Pguhid invi ted t he people to 
join the movement, c r i t i c i s i n c innovations end polytheism* 
The p rcv r i l i ng custans csno extrevcgpnt ceremonies 
observer! on the occrsionr^ of vfr lous f e s t i v i t i e s , were 
denounced in most of the works* 
Phe /h l - i -Had l th l e rde r s wrote end compiled some 
prmphlets rnd booklets on d i f fe ren t t o p i c s , lost of 
these r e l f t ed to relle;lous enc soc le l themes—'e^q^leining 
the var ious re l i c ious theor i e s in epsy ?nd sirrple 
ipncAirce so t!>et the cenerel rrirsses coulf? understand 
them for themselves. The movement -!so geve c greet 
impetus to ttie growth of Kfshmlri poet ry , Foulvi /nwer 
Shth Shopieni wrote P cood number of schol - r ly works 
in Keyhmiri Irngurge, riie works ccw:f:lled by hira ere 
ea under t -
1* Bcsheret-'Ul-Mumine^it 
This work wea compiled by Moulvi Anwer sheh 
in 1309 h i j r e , but wes published in 1360 h i j r e , rh i s 
book primeri ly der l s with the soc ia l custcxns l i k e 
grrve-worship, seint-worship end o ther supe r s t i t i ous 
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prectices. Bed names given to the followers of 
the />hl-l-Hedith movement have elso been discussed 
In the book. This is the only work in Kashmiri 
Isngupge which refers to the activities of the 
founder of the Ahl-i-Hedith movement in Kashmir* 
It also contains useful matter relating to the 
Wimadiya activities in KasVonir, 
2f Diwan-i-Anwarlt 
Compiled in the year 1360 hijra, this book 
also deals with the ceremonies like the Khataro-i-
Sheriffs MoulouQ"i-3heriff end tomb-worship. In 
this book the concept of Tguhid has been discussed 
at length, 
3, Guldeste Anwar1: 
Published in 1350 hijra, it mainly discusses 
the doctrine of the oneness of God, Mirza Ghulara 
Ahmed's claims have also been disepproved in the 
book, 
4, Ta 1 im- i- Stuin at i 
It comprises wol\imes, rhe date is not known 
of first two volumes, rhe third volume, however, was 
published in 1358 hijra. Phis scholerly v?ork discusse 
the funcementel teachings of Islpm, Some social 
custc»ns perticulerly Juma Gha'e hrve also been 
discussed in it* 
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5» Hellma: 
Ixobllshed In 1366 hijre# the book mostly 
deals with the issues discussed In the above works. 
In this book some typlcBl issues have also been 
raised. The question of addressing Muslims like 
"Ghulam Nabi", "Chulem Rasul" and Chulem r-tohammad" 
heve been described as Shirk, 
6. Usul-i-Hadith: 
In this book the author discusses vrrious 
authentic sources of lladith, 
7, Tesfir~i~Sura Yusuf» 
rhe t i t l e of the work i s self-explanatory, 
8, Algowl^ul-Meabooli 
The author discusses issues raised by the 
Ahmediyas rec:arc3ing Miral and refutes their 
arguments, 
9. Qessa-i-Hezret-i-Qhebibt 
The title of the work is self explanatory, 
10, Salem~i-Anwar» 
In this work the author discusses Tauhid end 
the day of judgement. 
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11, Qas3e-i-HBzrat"i-Av\ab» 
The title of the book Is self explanatory. 
12, The works compiled by Moulvl Abdul Geni er« 
as under»-
12, Nanaz-l»Jijma» 
In this tract, the author has attempted to 
prove on the authority of Hedlth that Friday 
prayers should be offered between 11 and 12 0-clock, 
13, Unul-Mumineen Khati1et-ul»Kubre» 
The t i t l e is self ejqjlanatory. However, 
in t h i s book the l i f e of the author's father 
has also been described* 
14, Ratbul Janit 
Published in 1365 hljre, the work mainly deals 
with the fundaraentrls of Islam, The objections 
raised by the Mullahs of Kashmir against the Ahl-i-
Hadith movement have also been refuted with forceful 
argiiraents. The conprehensive biographical history 
of Mohammed Ibn ?JDdul Wahab has also been discussed 
in the book. It also deals with ceri:ain customs 
deep-rooted in the Muslim society. 
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15, Chihel»l«Hadltht 
In this work, the author has discussed the 
forty traditions of Prophet Mohammad, 
16, Tt3hfat»ul~HHaz: 
This was origlnelly written In Arabic 
by Abu Abdul Rehman Mohammad Sultan, It was 
translated Into Urdu by i^ o^ulvl Abdul Genl 
Shoplanl vdio added some versions of his own In 
the book. This book melnly deals with Teuhld, 
The author criticises the worshippers of graves 
and tombs, 
17, Tuhf et"Ul-Jumai 
This was complied In 1355 hljra. In this 
book, the significance of the Friday prayers In 
the light of Sharlet has been highlighted. The 
most Important point raised in the book in 
refutation of Mir Walz Moulvl Yusuf Shah's belief 
Is that Friday prayers can be offered in the 
village mosques and not necessarily in the Jamie 
Mosque, 
18, Tasdeek-l~Weqt-l" Jxima t 
Compiled by Moulvl ^'bdul Gani, t h e work 
upholds the claims of h i s fa ther regarding the 
timing of Friday p raye r s . 
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19, Feteh-ul-Tgwebt 
This wes compiled in 1359 hi j re . This was 
mainly written in refutation of Moulana Ahmed-
ullah Jani 's tract entitled Ziyeret-i-Sesa* ar-i-
Nabwi. Itoulvi Abdul Gani shopieni cri t icises the 
worshippers of the holy relic of the Prophet 
preserved at Hazretbel* 
20, Sifet-ul»Nabi> 
Compiled by Moulvi Abd 1 Gpni, this tract 
was written with e view to refute arguments of 
iMirza Ghulsm Ahmed Cadiyeni regrrding the 
•Prophethood*. 
21, Kelent-i^Nebii 
This was compiled by Moulvi Abdul Gani 
Shopieni with the main purpose of refuting the 
arguments of Ghulem Nrbi Muberaki regarding 
common nam^s such as "Ghulem Nabi", "Ghulem Resul''etc 
22, Pani Sxirat 
Compiled b/ Moulvi Abdul G?ni; the book 
primarily deals with the question relating to 
Khalfi'al Imam, rhe signlficence of the recitation 
of Sura Fatihe v/ith Imcro in congregational 
prayers, has also been discussed. 
23, Mah-i-Sivami 
Compiled by Moulvi Abdul Geni; the t i t l e of 
the work is self-ejqjlenetory. 
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24, Imane t» l»Jatne ' a t t 
Th i s wes compiled by rioulvi Abdul Gani . In 
t h i s work, t h e p r p c t i c e of r e c i t a t i o n of Derrad 
by t h e g r e e t ma jo r i ty of t h e people loud ly a f t e r 
t h e morning p r r y e r s , hes been denounced. 
25, Tsbsira~i»iMumtez: 
This small tract was Issued by Moulvi Abdul 
Grni in refutation of the claims es^ressed in a 
tract entitled Shahbaz written by Ghulem Hasan In 
wh^ch he had attempted to show that the Ahl-i«-
Hadith were the foes of the saints, 
26, Futwa->i-Mohenroedit 
Compiled by Xoulvi Abdul Gani, the book 
primarily deals with a question t» relating 
divorce. 
The followino are the works con^ iiled by iMoulvi 
Ghulem Nabi Mubarakit-
27, M o e z a t - u l - F e t i h a ; 
Phis is the most important work of the compiler 
for two reasons. Firstly, it provides the biogrephica 
history of the author end secondly, it gives 
information abo\it the activities of the Ahl-i-Hedith 
movement in Kashmir in its introductory pages. The 
author of this gigantic work insisted t^ jon the 
people a£ to reed Sura Fetiha simultaneously with 
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Im^n et the time of the prayers. To stibstantlabe 
this point, he quoted e ^ K>od deal of Ahadith from 
the works of eminent ccxnpilers viz, "Imsm BtDdiari* 
end "Imam Muslim", 
28, Muoe* am-l-Tas awuf» 
It was compiled mainly in refutation of 
some of the prevailing methods of the Sufis and 
veneration of the Plrs, An attempt has also been 
mede to show the origin of the suf1 order, and 
the word *Sufl* has been defined. The cerdlnal 
doctrines of the sufis i,e, "Wahdat-ul-WuJud* and 
"VJahdat-ul-Shuhud" have been discussed. The author 
believes that Nlzam-ud-Dln Auliya and Shaikh Abdul 
Qadir Jeelani etc, mainly confined themselves to 
the text of the Curen and Hedith, but the modem 
sufis introduced new things Into pure Islam whldi 
the author describes as bldat, 
29, 2eenat~ul->Selwat8 
I t r e l a t e s to the performance of Namez with 
the use of issues such as Rafi»yadaln and Pmin 
BJHahar, 
30, Alala Neflvat 
In this work, the author has raised some vital 
religious Issues like Ukah (matrimony) and Tale*eg 
(divorce) • The word 3^lka^ l has been defined in a 
sinple language. The question relating to wlrasat 
(inheritance) has also been discussed. 
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3 1 . Pads Axir Putat 
This trect discusses the question of 
Inheritence. 
32. Shan-i-Hadithi 
rhis has been compiled ••Inly with the 
purpose of refuting the cleims of some Ahmadlyas 
who did not believe in Hadith. 
33. Shame'il^i-Nebvlt 
In this work the author describes the life end 
deeds of the frophet of Islam, 
34. Terawiht 
This title is self-explanatory. 
35. Kitab~ul-Sivem» 
In this work the author has raised some 
typical issues regarding fasting pnd thoroughly 
dealt with. 
36. Tpzkirat 
This work deals with different subjects, 
such as performence of prayers, visitation to 
the graveyards, some Issues like Rafi-yadein 
and Amin Bill aher. Fetiha« Khalf i* l~Imero. rhe 
author is not in favour of the visit of the women 
to the graveyards. Tawlz (emulat) is acceptable to 
the author only, if the verses written on it, 
are in accordance with Quran and Hadith, 
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37 . Ghulan Nablt 
It refutes the arguments of Hallma regarding 
popular names, such as "Ghulam Nabl", Ghulara 
Resul" among the Kashmiri I-lusllms, 
38 . F a i s a l eh«.l»Aagnenli 
This smal l t r a c t was compiled melnly aga ins t 
t h e c la ims of i4irza Ghulem Ahmad as a Mujeddld and 
e P r o p h e t . 
39. Bldat-Wa-Rasocxn- 'Sal-I l t lna 'bi 
It was orlglnclly compiled by Shaikh Abdul 
Aziz bin Baaz, It was translated Into Urdu by 
Moulvl Abdul Rashld Tehari. This work primarily 
deals with Teuhld. The customs and other svqpersti-
tlous practices were condemned by the author. In 
the closing pages of this work# we find a number 
of references ebout the activities made by Moulvl 
Anwar Shah, Moulvl Abdul Gfnl end Abdul Rehmen 
(Nxurl) in the growth of the /Jil-i-Hadith movement 
In Keshmlr. 
40 . Rad i -Blda t i 
I t i s a smell t r a c t con^ l led by P l r Mohammad 
Yahye. rhe eut-aor has c r i t i c i s e d t h e i n n o v a t i o n s . 
In t h i s work, names of t h e prominent /^Jil-1-Hedlth 
l e a d e r s have a l so been mentioned. 
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41. Ghelr»Muaallld-aur-JUil-i.Hgdlth« 
It Is e smell tract cornplled by Moulana 
Abdul Salam Bastewl. In this tract, the words 
Wil-1-Hedlth have been defined. Phe author 
considered the ^ -hl-i-Hedith movement in Kashmir 
not a new sect, but was prevalent in the time 
of Prophet Moheammed, and his companions, The 
charges that were L^evelled egainst Ahl-i-Hedlth 






A h l - l - H p d l t h t 
al imt 
b i d e t t 
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d e r - e l - h e r b i 
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m u q e l l l d t 
Gyerhwlni 
a sect of Muslims which takes direct 
guidance from Hedith without following 
any particular school of jurisprudence. 
A learned man. In particular one learned 
In Islamic legal end religious studies. 
Innovation, 
A vow of allegiance to a plr es his 
disciple or murld, 
"Land of War" I.e. coxintries not under 
Muslim rule. 
A term applied to the sufis. 
Opening chapter of the Quran. 
Recitation of suraAFetlha by the 
faithful In congregational prayers. 
The opinion of a mufti on a point 
of lew. 
Classical Muslim jurisprudence 
One vrtio d o e s not f o l l o w t h e h i s t o r i c 
lew schools, but consults the Quren 
and Hedith. 
The f e s t i v a l h e l d In cortsmemoratlon of 
t h e death of ShalWi Abdul tjedir G l l a n l 









It stands for the report of the words 
end deeds of the Holy Prophet, supported 
by e chein of authorities, 
A person v^o hes memorized the Cur en. 
It is e pert of Arebian Peninsula, In 
this part are situated the famous cities 
of Mecce end Mrdina where ennuel 
pilgrimege is held. 
Followers of the Islamic school of 
t 
jurisprudence es expounded by Imem 
Abu Hanif e. 
Followers of the Islamic school of 
jurisprudence es expounded by Imem 
Ahmed Ibn Henbel, 
It is the era universelly used in ell 
Mohanmeden countries end by all Mohaironedan 
chroniclers, *Hijri' denotes the emigration 
of Mohammed end his compenions from Mecca 
to Medina, becuese of the etrocities of 
the Pegen Meccens perpetreted upon thera. 
This event merks the beginning of Islamic 
calendar, 
A f e s t i v a l celebrated on two occesions, 
one et the end of the month of Ramadan, i s 
known es I d - u l - F i t r end the other on t h e 
ten th Z i lhe j , known es Id-ul -azha , The 
l e t t e r i s celebrated in commemoration of 
Hadrat Ibrahim's act of h ighest d&tjrotion 









In o f f e r i n g h i s son I s m e ' i l es a 
s a c r i f i c e b e f o r e Al lah, which he 
conroanded t o be sv ibs t i tu ted by a rem, 
A p i e c e where t h e r^uslims assemble 
t o o f f e r Id p r a y e r s . 
Consensus4 
Use of i n d i v i d u a l r e a s o n i n g . The Sunis 
heve cons ide red i j t i h a d p e r m i s s i b l e only 
on p o i n t s no t a l ready dec ided by 
recognized a u t h o r i t i e s . 
Leader of t h e canon ica l p r a y e r , o r t h e 
l e ade r of t h e H\islira cororminityj among t h e 
s h i ' l t e d o c t r i n e imam i s t h e h e r e d i t a r y 
heed of t h e community i n l i n e of succession 
from t h e Prophet through h i s daughter 
Fetime end h i s son - i - l ew A l l , 
( l ) s p i r i t u a l s t r u g g l e a c e i n s t o n e ' s 
b a s e r i n s t i n c t s ; (2) l e g i t i m a t e war 
aga ins t non-muslims waged by a milijahid,< 
One who does not b e l i e v e in Allah end 
His messenger/ an i n f i d e l . 
Heed of en I s l t m l c s t e t e , who runs t h e 
government according t o t h e S h a r i a t or 
one who succeeded t h e ho ly Prophet as 
t h e i nch f rge of t h e I s l amic Common 
Wealth, 
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The s t P t e which i s nin according t o t h e 
d l c t p t e s of t h e Cixran and Sxinnah i s termed 
as K h a l i f a t , 
A t i t l e 
See Kafir 
A pxjblic p r r y e r or d i s c o u r s e pronoxjnced 
in t h e mosques on F r i d a y s , 
A b u i l d i n g fo r s u f i a c t i v i t i e s , vAiere 
z i k r i s observed and where one or more 
p i r s l i v e . 
Followers of the Islamic school of 
jurisprudence as expounded by Malik b. Anas. 
A mosque or any piece of worship for 
Muslims where namez is performed in a 
group, XB major mosque where Friday prayer 
is performed is a Jeraia Masjid. 
School attached generally to a mosque. 
The birth anniversary of the Prophet 
Mohammad 
One who d e l i v e r s re l ig ioxis v e r d i c t i n 
I s lam, 
A scholar of Hedith 
The first month of the Muslim calendar, in 
which the death of the prophets grandson 
Husain end his ccwnpanions occured which is 














A renewer of the r e l i g i o u s lew who 
r e c a l l s Miasllms t o authentic rexrelatlon# 
he Is engaged In renewal. 
See IJ t lhad . 
In miisllm countr ies a learned man, 
teacher, doctor of the lew? in India t h e 
term I s applied t o the men who rePds 
the Luren and e l so t o a Muslim sciiool 
t e a d i e r . 
One v^o ascribes divinity to some one 
else besides Allah. 
A disciple of a pir. 
There are f i v e occasions f o r a l^s l lm 
t o o f f er prayers in e day. 
A marriage contract . 
A sxifi path of those i n i t i a t e d in to the 
chain of success ion of Baha-ud-Dln 
Naqashbandi. 
A s p i r i t u a l guide. 
A judge administering Shariab. 
Orthodox Muslim s e c t properly termed 
Ahmediyas a f ter t h e i r founder, Mirza 
Ghulam Ahmad, but also known as Oadiyeni 
a f ter the Piinjeb town of tadlyan from 
v^lch he came. 
















I t i s t h e ninth month of t he Islamic 
calendar during which the Muslims observe 
fas ts* 
Musical sessions held by sufis to induce 
spiritual ecstecy» 
Followers of the one of the eminent 
founders of a school of Islamic 
jurisprudence Imam Shefi. 
Islamic code of life. 
General name for that p?rt of the 
Muslims that held to the rights of All 
and his desjdants to le^adership in the 
comrminity • 
(Polytheism), ascribing divinity to any 
one else besides Allah, 
An exponent of sxifism 
Practices and precepts of the Prophet, 
A sect of the Muslims which looks upon 
the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet as binding 
as the commands of the Curan, 
The chapter of the Guren is known as 
Sxirdh, 
Traditionalism, in contrast to ijtihad. 
The belief in the oneness of God, 
Exegesis (of the Cixiran) 
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